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But these albums are stored on a shelf 

with a lot of other books at the far edge of my 
living room, and even though I have the best 
intentions and routinely remind myself to do 

it. I don't print out my digital photos regularly 
to add to the collection. The sheer volume of 

images encouraged by the idiotproofness of 
my camera overwhelms me-T ccm hardly 
keep them organized iu their virtual folders. 

And there's a sort of chronological and 

comprehensive expectation with traditional 

scrapbooking and album-making thal 

intimida.tes me-1 don't know where to start. 

and if I do start, will I ever reillly finish? 
There are other ways of remembering. 

This collection of thirty special things to 

sew incorporates memory into every stitch. 

Using basic sewing, quilting, embroidery, 

and other craft skills, these projects take 
their inspirations from photos, drav.ings, 

souvenirs, vintaige fabrics, and personalized 
details. More evo~alive than they are Literal, 

these keepsakes evoke the feeling of a place 

and time rather than p1·ovide a documentation 

of events. Organized into three sections-For 

the Little Ones, For Every Day. and For Special 
Occasions-they are inspired by what it felt 

like to be at the farm that night last July, how 

it was to see the ballet for the very first time, 

which high-flying well wishes people sent for 

the baby when she was born. Some projects, 

like the Townhouse Growth Chart, become 

special on1y as they are used. Other projects, 

like the Wedding Guestbook Wall Hanging, 

commemorate important events in the most 

personal of ways. Still others, like the Cupcake 

Potholder, provide a sort of double·whammy 
souvenir: the "bronzingn of a piece of kid 

art in thread and fabric, and an everyday 

accessory for future afternoons spent baking 

together. to boot. And as useful everyday 
objects and decorations, these projects will live 

right in the thick of daily life, not stored away 
in an albtun on a shelf. 

Have you ever come across something 

in your dresser that your mother-or 

grandmother, or aunt or godmother-made 

for you? That tiny doll's dress can prompt 

as many memories and emotions as photos 

on a page or written words. If you show it to 

your mom . I bet she'll remember making it 

for you and get a little misty herself. Not only 
do t.be projects in Uus book off er a way to 

remember and honor special times, people, 
places. and events. but the act of working 

on them also becomes its O\.VLI meaningful 

experience. Sewing things for others and for 
ourselves is a way of celebrating and honoring 

our families. om homes, and our days, both 
the special and the ordinary. There is good 

reason to take the time and make the effort to 

preserve and create memories with needle and 
Lhread. Sewing, like so many domestic arts, is 

so much more than a means to an end. I l is an 
act of caring, and of ta k:i ng care. 

When you live with things-table linens, 
law1dry bags. baby qwlts-they become 

infused with the spirit of the home. When 

they are handmade, of special fabrics, with 

one·of·a·kind personalized details, they 

become even stronger stuff. I believe in art 
that is Jived with, worn, slept under, used. l 

don't worry .about whether it will last forever, 

though it might. I want it to work its magic 

here and now. 
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PART ONE: 

FOR THE 
LITTLE ONES 

·------------------------------------------· 

When 1 was a little girl, I had a wardrobe of wonders. 

My mother was a magician with needle and thread. She 

made my sisters and me butte1jly-sleeved dresses with heart

embroidered yokes, horseback-ridingjackets with velvet collars. 

We had wide-legged gauchos to go with the fashion boots 

and ruffled nightgowns to go to the sleepovers. There were 
organza pinafores to put over full -skirted lavender gingham 

dresses, eyelet-trimmed calico bonnets to tie on for Easte1~ 

and wool-plaid kilts to wear on Christmas. There was 

absolutely nothing we could dream up that she couldn't, 

or wouldn't, make for us. 



Our room was peppered with handmade stuffed 

animals, pillowcases and matching bed jackets, 

crocheted blankets, embroideries she had finished 

and framed herself. Ou.r favorite was a poster-sized 

piece of crewelwork of a blond girl in a blue dress 

standing under a canopy of pink cherry trees, 

their blossoms made of hundreds of pink wool 

French k.not.s. 

Our parencs• room, on the other hand, was 

peppered with scraps of fabric, strands of threa d, 

strips of trimmed seams. pins and pattern pieces. 

My motheT kept her sewmg machine and ironing 

board in her bedroom, and! from the smallest 

of spaces, with the humblest of budgets. she 

made us: what are stiU some of the loveliest gifts 

1 can imagine. Even as a child, I appreciated my 

homemade things. Having dreamt up and requested 

some of them myself. having stood, knock-kneed, 

on JilOre chairs while more skirts were hemmed 

than I could (almost) bear, having tagged along on 

the winding road from tabnc storit to finished piece 

more times than [ could count. I knew about the 

time and effort that went into the stuff. 

But as an adult, 1 see that what motivated my 

mother through a million stitchils was love: I fe.al • 

every time I sew something special for a cherisbee 

child. I think there is no betLer way to honor tbe 

children in my life than to give them my best, mos: 

l:leautiful, most heartfelt handwork, my hopes ann 

dreams for them gathered into the seams, my love 

tucked safely into every tolcl. 

You need not be an accomplished seamstress 

to complete the heartfelt gifts in this section. 

Some, .IJ.ke the Kid's Drawing Softie, take more 

time and patience than skill, and others, like the 

Snail Onesie. can be made with simple embroidery 

stitches and just a few supplies. Oftenomes you'll 

find yourself racing against tbe clock with p rojecu; 

like these as you try to get them finished for a bab; 

shower or a first sleepover. But I hope that you'll 

be tible to adapt thei;;e projects to your (and your 

recipient's) own tastes, skills, and schedule in a 

way that allows you to really enjoy the process. 

r hope you'll love making them for the chilchen 

you Love as much as t he kids will-if not today. 

then someday-love that they were made. 

~ This embroidny was a cmvdwor.k kil, done '1y m1• 111om in the 197os as a dtccration for Im bedroom 1 ~harai 111ilh my sisters. 
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I've always loved tl1e tree imagery in old
fashioned genealogy cha1ts. 

This family tree design was in.spired by early 

American folk art- simple, sweet. 
and traditional. but with a twist. This design 

contains different methods of applique-the birds 
and egg are doiie witn tumed edges slip-stitched 

to the foundation piece, and the tree, leaves, 
and nest are attached with fosible web 

a,n.d blanket stitches. But use any combination 
of applique methods you pre.fer. Mixing things 

iip gives texture and dimension to 
this flat piece. 

·---------------
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Family Tiree templates (page 146} 

F hu 1d· I in r• c: One 18" x l8" 

(45.5cm x 45.5crn) piece of heavyweight 
canvas or denim.·t)--pe fabric 

fur 1 d i'!'l,., One 18" x 20" {45-sc::m x 
51cm) piece of wool felt 

f:>r • .1, rl 'l · One 9" :x 9 " (23cm 
x ~Jon) piece ·of a brovm cotton priut 
For ol u' -I r 1ouf -.. An assortment 

of small·print cottons in Bird, Egg. 

and Leaf colors. (Bird and Egg fabric 

pieces should be big enough to fit 
ioto a 4" [1ocm] embroidery hoop.I 
One 8 •11" x n " (2i.5cm x 28cm) piece 
of heat·resistanl template plastic 

Dressmaker's dialk 

Embroidery Hoss in assorted colors. 
to contrast v,.i th fabrics and buttons 
Five •12" (I}nun) colored buttons 

Micron marker or fabric marker 

Double-sided fusible web (like Heat 
'11' Bortd) 

Sptay starch 

& , • ti D TI t 

Small paintbrush 
4" (1ocm} embroidery hoop 
Rotaty cutter 

Self-healing cutting mat 

dear plastic ruler 
Scalloped pinking shears 
2 decorative twigs. either real wood 

or fake. abou1 24" (61crn) long and 
not more than lJz'' [131mn) \\<ide at 

any point 

17" x 18" (43an x 45.5cm} 



To prepare the turned-edge pieces. use the 
f&."Tily Tree templates and trace t.he Papa Bird, 

tarna Bird, and Egg shapes, right side up. onto 

the: piece of heat-resistant plastic. Cut each shape 

oa· of the plastic and place it, rigbt side up, onto 

~ right side of the fabric. Trace around the shapes 

ili dressmaker's chalk but don't mt them out 

... (Don't use a fabric marker here, since you will 

pressing these pieces '"tith a hot iron. which 

wo~d make the ink permanent.) (See AppHgue. 

:Ege 137).) 

i..:sing, your computer, pkk a simple font (I used 

-..al at 48-point size) to write out the parents' 

F'O 

and baby's n<1mes in sizes that will fit on their 

respective shapes. Print oul and transfer the rtames 

to the applique pieces, resizing and centering text 

as needed. Embroider each name onto its piece 

using a back stitch. (See Embroidery [page 234].) 

Cut out each piece, adding •14" (6mm) seam 

allowance around shape. 

. Following the instructions in Applique (page 

r37}. prepare all bird and egg pieces to be attached 

to the foundation piece by dipping. applying starch 

to, and pressing their edges under. Using the Tl'ee, 

Leaf. and Nest templates, prepare the rest of the 

appliqu~ pieces by applying double-sided fusible 

o . 

.. -.. 
'" .. .. ,,,. .. .. - "• .. ... .. . .. 
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web (or adding a 1 4• [6nun) allowance and turning 

under their edges. if you prefer). 

~ Lay out the applique pieces in a plcilsing W3) 

on your foundation piece. Tr~ce the placement 

of the elements \\ith dressmaker's chalk so that 

it will be cas) to reatt~mber what goes \\here. Set 

a ide the applique pieces. except for the tree. Press 

the tree onto the foundanon piece. follO\~ing the 

manufacturer's mstruclions for rour fusible web. 

then repeat for t.he lea\'e· and nest. Pin the bird 

and ~ pieces in place and attach lhem using a 

shp stitc.b Using 2 srrands of embroidery floss. 

dec:o~te the edges of the Jea,•es and tree tnmil. wich 

blilnket stitch. (See Hand·Se"';ng [page t3oj.) 

5 For the nest and Je.af veins. make long. straw like 

straight stitch'5, using one strand of embroidery 

floss. Stitch the buttons to the foundation. 

6. Trim the foundation pie<:e to 16" x 1G · 140.5cm 

x 40.5cm). keeping the design ce;nten~d. Center 

and pin the foundation piece to the felt backing 

Jround all edges. centering it horizontally aud 

"erucally. Tht-r~ will be more felt extending beyond 

the top and bottom of the foundation piece than 

along the sides. Attach the foundation p1ece 

using blanket stitch and 3 strands of embroidery 

Ross in a contrasting color. Trim the foh backing 

\\Ith pinking i;hears on the outside of the blanket 

stitches along the long edges. Tum the top and 

bottom edg1.:c: under i (2.5cm) and mac.hine-

Se\\ J 4" (2crn) from folds to make casings. for 

decorative twigs. Slide the twigs into the casings. 

To hang on the wall, balance the top n'ig on two 

srnall nails. 

iTITCI U> I TUU'. 



SIGN AND DATE 

~ ?'lt so much time and care into your 

::;:::o:tl!l·e items, you should a1ways consider 
____ ..,,,;:: ~our work in some way. You can do 

-easiest, and use a fine·tip permanent 

ma.r~er to sign and date the back (or front) 

iece, but my favorite way oflabeling 

I e -ewn is to sign and then embroider 

;patch of separate fabl'ic and applique 
me back of my work (or the inside of a 

----- or inner fiap of a book cover-whatever 

ar fancy). 

- c:e JS something really wonderful about 

_ rour o"'rn handwriting permanent in 

-=. Practice a bit on paper so you c.an get a 

iL..~ spacing. Add other design elements, 

ers or flourishes, or consider including 

'"ormation: Add the recipient's name, the 

~~~ ii" ·he which the item was made, your 

:m making it, or even care instructions. 

l.l :i.ke what you've written, transfer the 

~the patch fabric and backstitch with 

r;-\) strands of embroidery Aoss (see 

::.rv ,page 134]). 

~ i:em will be washed frequently or get 

ear and tear, consider fusing the patch 

-,bed project before appliqueing. To do 

c:: • ·?- cut out the finished label. adding a 

1;411 (Gmm) seam allowance. Then cut a patch of 

lightweight fusible ioterfadng in the exact shape 

of this piece. With the right side of the label and 

tbe fusible side of the interfacing together, pin 

around all edges, and machine-sew using a 114" 

(6mm) seam. Cut a small slit in the interfacing, 

just big enough to turn your label Clip curves, 

trim corners, and turn the label dght side out. 

Press the label to your fin is.bed item, then finish 

it off by slip stitchlng (see Hand-Sewing [page 

c30]) all around the patch by hand, with a sharp 

needle and regular thread. 

There. Now you're done. 





Ts hard to know what to do with all the cards you receive fo r special occasions, 
suc/1 as a baby shower or the arrival of a new little one. The cards are so 

bta u.tifiil that it seems like a sh,ame to tuck them in.to a. box, rarely to b.e seen 
~'IHI. This simple project doesn't actrll.ally involve any sew~ng, but uses greeting 
4:lrds.felt, scraps of fabric, a11d glue to make a charming, kite-inspired mobile 

;hat can be coordinated with the famishings in baby's room. Hung above 
a crib or changing table (beyond the reach of little hands, of course), it's a 

reminder of au the good wishes and good.friends in a tiny one's life. 

:=:!'.'~~ cards 

o pieces of felt in 

~----~...,~ about 1 i " !13mm) 

or riils: 36 scraps of assorted cotton 
p rints, ripped or cut to about r, ;;:" x 2" 

(.1.3rnm x 5'm) 

Self·healing aatting mat 

aear plastic ruler 
s,a11ope'1 pinking shears 
Heavyweight tluead 

Fabric glue ·es than the trimmed 
r:nr 11 r !!. • Four •14'1 (6mm) wooden 

dowels. each 12 " f30.5cm) long 
for , r (';..-r him-. 2 yd (r.8m) of Acrylic paint 

•/l"- (r3mm-} wide silk ribbon CJear varnish 
Rotary cutter 

- ~ the card shapes, cut the front of one 

-.....,._._, recrangle or a square, cropping the 

m a pleasing way. Traoe that shape onto 

-e of the card . around the greeting and 

;:..=:=re of its giver, and cut out both pieces. (To 

~greeting and signature. hold the 2 pieces 

a.~ ;igainst a sunny window when tracing.) 

t!Iis .step for the other 8 cards. 

- 9 ·~r gths of thread 24' ' (6rcm) l<>ng. Create 

~ using square knots, tying 3 fabric strips 

~ portion of each length of the thread, 

.~..u.u;- the upper tail about 9" (23cm) from 

end. Pull the thread fumly around the 

~each fa bric strip, bunching the fabric 

~g a ·bow. · Tie the second and third tails 

about r" (2.5cm) below each previous tail. Set the 9 

pieces aside. 

3 Glue the front of the card to a piece of felt a11d 

trim the felt around the cud with scalloped shears . 

Turn the piece over and fay a length of the fabric

tailed thread across the card. diagonally, making 

a "kite" by keeping 1" (2.5cm) of space between 

tbe bottom corner of the kite and the top of the 

first tail. Let the long end of the th.read trail from 

the opposite comer. Add a dab of glue near the 2. 

comers to secure the tluead to the felt. Glue the 

greeting part of the ca.rd over the felt. sandwiching 

the thread between the layers. Repeat this step for 

the othet 8 card~. 

FOJi 'l'.HE LITTLE: 01; S 



Paint the do\•1rels with 2 c..oats of paint. and let 

them dry. Seal them with one coat of varnish and 

let them dry again. Stack the dowels in a square 

(see photo), and add a dab of glue at each corner 

to hold them in place while you tie their ends 

together in the next step. Let dry. 

Cut 4 lengths of thread I8" (45-)Cm} long. Tie 

one end of each length of tluead to each comer 

of the stacked dowe]s. Pull the threads up from 

each comer evenly and tie them in a knot about 9" 

(23cm) from the ends. Double over the remairung 

9" (23cm) and tie in a knot again at the first knot 

to make a loop to use for a hanger. Attach one card 

to the center of the mobile !below th~ hanger loop) 

with a knot. Add a dab of glue to secure ail knots at 

the comers and at the hanging loop. Trim the ends 

of the thread close to the .knots. 

Attach each cud-kite by the long end of its 

thread to the dowels. placing one at each corner 

and one in the middle of each dowel. spacing each 

one to balance evenJy. I I looks best if the card-kites 

at the four comers are a bit longer than the cards 

in the center of the dowels . When all the cards are 

balanced, tie each with a knot and add a dab of glue 

to secure. Trim the ends of the thread dose to the 

knots. Tie the silk ribbon into bows at each comer 

and under the hanger loop. 



A11 01.~tgrown 011esie makes a great canvas. and when hung on a 

swc:et little vintage-y hanger. decorates baby's room in a charming way. 
TJtis ad01'able tittle onesii! is j~ist for display: Ti-le stabilizer applied to the 

inside of the garment keeps the knit fabric from stretching when it's 
anbroidered and wouldn't be comfortable against tender 11ewborn skin. 



MATERIALS 

Snail Onesie tempi.ate {page 150) 
Baby onesie 

Iron·on tear-away stabilizer 

Dressmaker's carbon paper 
Fabric marker 

l. Using your computer and a simple script font, 

print out baby' name and birthdate on paper 

(I used Send Flowers in 48· and 36-point sizes). 

Make sure that the wi dest part of >rour text is 

smaJler than the width of the onesie. so you have 

a margin around the embroidery. Copy the Snail 

template at roo percent. Cut out both the text 

and the snail, leaving about a 'ta' (13mm) margin 

around each, and tape pieces together, arranging 

to fit. 

2 Iron the tear-away stabilizer to the wrong 

side of the front of the onesie, according to the 

manufacturer's directions. 

3. Center the design, right side up, on the front 

of the onesie. and sli<le a piece of dressmaker's 

carbon, carbon side down, between the onesie and 

the design. Using a ballpoint pen, trace the design, 

transferring the outlines to the onesie. Retrace the 

lines with the fabric marker so you can see them 

more easily when embroidering. 

4 . Using 2 strands of embroidery Boss, embroider 

the text with back stitches. the snail with chain 

stitches. and around the onesie's neck, arms . and 

legs with mnning stitches (see Hand-Sewing fpage 

i3ol and Embroidery [page t}4J). When you're 

finished with all needlework, cut away most of the 

stabilizer and press the onesie with a warm iron. 

S11TCH £ !> ru TH ' £ 

4 " (Joern) embroidery hoop 

Embroidery floss in various 

colors 

-- - --



This little pro.file is actually my own, snipped spontaneously by hand 
CJ}' an a1tist at a street fair my paref1ts attended when 1 was a toddler. 
I like the jL1xtapositio11, of tire rustic, 1ipped edges and the haphazard 

rnrngement of the fab1ic rectangles behind the formality of a classic silhouette. 
This eas}Ho-make portrait can be hung directly on the wall or.framed. 

Choose colors and prints that coordinate but aren't too matc11y- a little 
tension in the piece is good, to keep it fi·om looking too traditional. 

Four 8 1 .? " x 

.x :.Semi pieces of white 

Cotton prints, 

- following dimensions: 

(30.5cm x 3s:.5cm) piece 

:? Sen x 33cm) piece 

.::.; scm x 30.5cm) piece 

One 9· x n " (23cm x 28cm) piece 
(fabric D) 

Small sdssors or X-acto knife 
Se! f-healing cutting mat 
Fabric paint in a dark color 
Small paintbrush 

Ont- 8~ x r<')~ (:io.5cm x 25.5cm) piece 
(fabric F) 

One 6 1
12" x 8" (16.5cm x 20.5cm) 

piece [fabric F) 
EmbTOidei:y Aoss to match color of 
backing felt 

lor 1 • ., One u" x 1411 (30.;.cm x 'Zigzag pinking shears 

FINISHED SIZL 

Approximately12" .x 14" (30.5an x 

35.;cm) 

35.5cm) piece of hea\•yweighl fusible 
web 

' 
1 

• r. One If .:uj" (33cm x 
38crn) piece of woo] rett 
Freezer paper 

1 To make a silhouette, have yoUI child sit in front 

of the white piece of paper in a darkened room. 

Place a bright lamp close to the child and trace the 

outline of her shadow onto the papeL Use a copier 

or a scanner to reduce the image to fit comfortab1}' 

on fabric F. Choose a print for that layer tl:iat has 

tiny or subtle elements so it doesn't compete with 

the silhouette . 

.. . To create the frame, rip the 6 fabric rectangles 

A through F. To rip the fabric. make a tiny snip 

at one comer to start. Gripping the fabric at each 

side of the snip, rip hard and fast, going with the 

grain. Measure from the top of the ripped edge ro 

the bottom, then snip. rip. and repeat for all 4 sides 

of the rectangle. Remove any ttarlaoing threads, and 

FOR T'H LlTTLE 0 :ss 

--------------- ----------





Re;>eat this process for the other 5 fabric 

.. :}e frame. Trim the fusible web to be just 

sm:iller than fabric piece A. FoUowing the 

:::::~~.u-er's instrnctions. fuse the web to the 

l"'dfc;minn~ the directions in Freezer-Paper 

2~1!ng page 139). paint the child's sW1ouette 

from of fabric F. Let dry, then heat-set 

tl e fabric pieces in order in a stack, with 

A on the bottom and the silhouette (piece F) 

p. arranging the layers slightly off.center 

,.. i;&IID'} look. Then carefully lift the top layers 

C D. E. and F) off the stack and set them 

Pin "l1ece B to piece A. Stitch around the 

-?l -e B about 1/ .( (6mm) in from the raw 

i:mg at the corners. (For e.ach layer, begin 

___ :?'_ a a place that will be overlapped by the 

-----..---.-="""' m d end '<>vith a few back stitches to 

~-"-i1 Repeat for pieces C. D, and E. To attach the 

~--'-~ piece (F), place it centered and straight 

: the stack (see photo). Sritch around the 

p.ece F as for the other pieces, starting and 

-~-... m ... bottom comer. 

the entire stack and pin it. centered. to 

.ng. Stitch the stack tQ the fell piece 

around the edge of piece A. and trim the felt layer 

with pinking shears. 

To make the stitches by which the piece will 

hang. using 2 strands of emb.roide11• floss, make 

a knotless start (see Hand-Sewing [page 130)) on 

the back of the piece in an upper corner, securing 

the thread to the felt backing only. :Ylake a •12• 

(13mm) stitch. running the needle back under the 

felt backing but not all the way through the front of 

the piece. coming up where you started. Repeat the 

L/z" (t3mm) stitch and fasten off, burying the tails 

of the thread (see Hand-Sewi11g [page 1301) under 

the felt and snipping off the ends. Repeat for the

opposite upper comer. 

FOR i L TTLi 
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I11e baby clothes quilt is a timeless classic, made by mothers. grandmas, and 
- nties for centuries, but eve1y one J 've seen is an original. With the sweet little 

·s, pleats, btittons, and bows of your own. baby's clothes. this quilt feels like 
a wl:ole. laundry basket of tiny treasures. "flie dressmaker details-plackets, 
:ocking. voices, trims-add charm a!'ld dimension. so just cut patches directl}i 
O!d of clothes that sport these i1itlicate features. it's much /ovc;lier to ''savt( 

clotlies this way than to pack them in a box-destination: attic. 

• 1 ii yd (uGcm) of 

~~cotton print 

t • yd 1126cm1 of 4;'' 
t0ttl)n batting 

'1 ' I~ 4 S/4 )'d ().2ltl) Oft" 

(2.5cm) double-fold binding 
Rotary cutter 

1 Self-healing <;uLting mat 
1 Clear plastic ruler 

80 medium-sized safety pins 
Embroidery :floss 

Tape maker, 1" (2.5cm) size 

-r,.. ' 1 r '' • c:;; 
1/; '' (Gmm), unless otherwise noted 

E'rou are using pieces cut from bab} batting piece smooth])' on top of the quilt back 

~tch plackets or otl1er open holes closed, piece. Lay the quill top righL side up on top of 

nonsquare pieces onto squares of plain the stack. (The CJllilt top will be smaller than the 

,,,.., pm ead1 piece onto .a square. with each 
1 

batting lining and the quilt back.) Starting il1 

_up, and stitch close to the edge around ' the centE'r of the quilt, pin a safety pin through 

the right sides of the squares together, 

.&:.J the squares into strips of co. You should 

g mips. Press aU seams open. 

lhe 8 !"trips, right side up and parallel, 

::iarting at one end, pin (with straight 

_ .::trlps together, right sides facing and seams 

~-----F-· $:itch down the length. Repeat for ead1 

..cding each new strip to the eve-r-growing 

one after another. Press all seams open. 

·"" ihe quilt "sandwich."' lay the backing 
~·side down on a flat surface. tar the 

tht- center of each square. pinning all 3 layers 
1 together smoothly. 

-----------------------------------------------------------



, ___________________________________________________ __ _______ _ 

Baste the 3 larers of the qui lt together around 

all 4 edges. Trim the excess batting and backing. 

making sure all your edges are straight. Following 

instructions in General Se .. ,ing Techniques (page 

125). make and then apply binding around the 

entire edge of the quilt by machine and by hand. 

Thread a sharp needle with a long length of 

embroidery floss. At each four-patch intersection. 
insert the needle through the front of the quill and 

make a •tS" (3mm) stitch. leaving two 3'' (7.5crn) 

tails coming up through the front of the quilt. Tie 

the tails into a knot and trim to about 1 " (2.5cm). 

Wash and dry the quilt. Remove from the dryer and 

cuddle happily. 

~---------------------------------- - -------------- ------



It's amazing how kids change without our really noticing sometimes. 
They seem to grow up fast1 but in a day-to-day way, the changes are subtle. 
Ticking off the inches on a. growth chart is a time-honored tradition tha.t 
is often tracked in pencil on a do01jamb1 only to be lost wherr. the family 

moves (or repaints!)- Shaped like a tall, multistory townhouse, this portable, 
fabric·based growth charl can witness both the yea.rs and changes of 
room or residence. Mark your child's name and measuring date on 

the chart with a fine-tip permanent ma,rke1·. You can just roll u,p 
the growth chmi when it's time to stor~ it away. 

uhouse Gro\'Vth Ch:arttemplates 

One 

- ,;cm x r9cm) piece of 

:roughly 12" x 121
' 

(30.;cm x 30.5cm) piece of striped 

cotton 

One 9" x: 6'' (~)cm x. 15on} 

piece of cotton print 

One 3 31-i" x4 3/4" 

(9.5cm x 11.5cm} pieces of cotton print 
One 4 ,,,. .. x )t/2" 

{n.5cm ic r4cm) piece of white cotton 

I . t2" X 5J" (30.5 X 

i3ocrn l piece of wool felt 

3112 yd (pm) of 
purchased 1/z" (t3mm) double.fold 

binding 

Rotary cutler 

Self-healing cutting mat 

Embroidery floss 

4" (Iocm) embroidery hoop 

2 '' · (;cm-) ''ide dear plastic mler 

Purchased rape measure 
Scotch tape 

2 sets of small eyelets 

E~relet tool 

Io" x 49" (25.5cm;.; i25cm) 

'11" (6mm), unless otherwise noted 

t;t. .... :l:rst floor. turn under a '/ .. ( (6mrn) 

=~rs- and the top of the door piece. 

the roof side pieces to the roof center piece. Press 

the seams toward the sides. 

::"!- • <:"cie up and bottom edges even. 

ro i:.he nght side of the first floor 

·~-cit around the edge of the door to 

>=-~~-•pr die door details with 3 strands of 

::he roof. rrace i Townhouse Side Roof 

- (Hip ~em plate over to trace secm1d 

t:r ~,,r g side of fabric, cutting them 

r.h. :1ght sides together. machine-Se\\ 

• 

~· To make the window applique. turn under a 

1/4" (6mm} hem on all sides of the frame piece. 

Trace the Townhouse Windowpane template onto 

the wrong side of the ~vindowpane fabric. Cut OlLt 

the windowpane and press in I/4" (Grom) on each 

side. Pin the windowpane to the window frame 

and topstitch around the edge of the pane to attach. 

Then pin a11d topstitcb the finished window piece 

to tbe center of the roof piece. Embroider the 

\\.indowpane lines with 3 strands of embroidery 





~ma back stitch. per photo (see Embroidery 

- LJ-:}1-

- !T'...ake 1.he upper 12 floors. lay 2 of the 

5ting pieces together with the right sides 

~ ;and stitch the long edge. Repeat this step 

~other 11 stories. using alternating prints, 

~t'=' on~ till strip of 12 pieces. Press the 

..; open. 

the tape measure down the length of the 

Boor<:: strip, 2 " (5on) from the left edge. 

::he portion between the marks for 25" 

;an) and 60" (I 5-2· 5cm). Cut off the ends of 

ape measure. Secure the tape measure to the 

- ith a few pieces of Scotch tape. Topstilch 

each side of the tape. using thread to match 

.01 of the tape measure and sev.ing through 

.:ico:ch tape. Remove tl1e Scotch tape. 

-th :he right side of the first Aoor facing the 

- ~d.:: of the firsL strip of the upper floors, stitch 

tr..: "\)\li!.C.t':> \O%e\l\~'l. ~\\\\ fu~ ngn\ oe;\I,\,~ \~'g,~"~m:t, 
stitch the roof to the top of the upper floors strip. 

Press the seams open. 

Lay che townhouse right side up on the piece 

of wool felt. Pin the two layers together and baste 

them together close to the outside edge of the 

townhouse. {You will have some extra fell here 

just to make it easier to keep things smooth when 

stitching pieces together.} Trim extra felt and 

fabric from the edges. leavmg a •11s· (}mml seam 

allowance. Apply binding by machine and by hand 

around the outside edge of the townhouse (see 

General Sewing Techniques [page t25]l. 

• 

• • • • • • • 0 0 

• • • 
Place the 2 erelets in the upper corners of the 

roof, following the manufacturer's instructions for 

your eyelet tool. 



So often we ta Ice photos of people and forget a.bout what's in the background. 
But what's in the background-the wallpaper, the pets, the furniture-says 

a lot about who we are and were, and can evoke memories as strongly as an.y 
song or smell. The classic memory game of Concentration-· where you lay all 
tiles facedown, then flip photos one at a time, searchingfor pairs- is updated 

here with eighteen of your own family's photos fi·oni daily life, preserving 
familiar sights long after the background has changed. 

18 photos, sized at z 1/l" x 1 1/ l" 

(G.5cm x 6.scm) and 200 dpi 

11 Six 8 111" x u " (21.5cm x 
28cm) sheets of ink-jet printer-ready 

white fabric 

- or li i 1 1 s: Seventy-two 4" x 4" 

(1ocm x iocm) pieces of wool felt 
(about 1 yd (9rcm] of 36"· (91cm-) 

,.,,ide fabric) in a light color 
I I IE. ,,. c II I Thirty· ix 4" x 4'' 

(1ocm x 1oon) pieces of cotton prints 

(aboutl/8 rd 134.5cm] of 45''- [114cm-J 
wide fabric) 

To make the tops of tl1e 36 tiles, cTeate six 8 1/'z' 

x n " (21.5cm x 28cm) documents in any image· 

editing program. Then paste 6 images-2 copies 

of each photo-into each document, keeping a 
1/2M (13mm) border of white space around each 

image. You '"ill have 36 images total-2 copies 

of each of 18 different photos-when you're ready 

to print. Print out a test page on paper. then print 

all images onto the fabric sheets (see Transferring 

Photos to Fabric !page i331) . Using a rotary cutter. 

self·healing cutting mat, and ruler. trim each image 

into a}'' (7.)cm) square. keeping a C/4 " (6mm) 

white border around the sides of each photo. 

Rotary cutter 

Self-healing cutting mat 

Clear plastk roler 

Acid-free glue stick 
Zigzag pinking sheaJl's 

::> -') 

Thirty-six 3'' x 3'' (7.5cm x 7.5cm 

" To make a tile, stack the fabric layers as follows: 

On the bottom, place the cotton print, right side 

down. Then place 1 la)'eTS of wool felt. Then place 

the photo fabric. image side up. centered on the 

stack. Put a small dab of glue between each layer 

to hold all 4 pieces together "Without pinning (a pin 

might leave a hole in the photo fabric la}'er). 

TITCH D I 



botto m layers are a bit larger than the photo 

-:hat it's easier to keep all la)·ers lined up. 

- ·St:\\ lhrough the tile layers. around the 

vf the photo, backstitching to secure. When 

_ ___ __ oegin and end at a point on the image 

!ht? thread color matches the photo color. for 

t :1otic.eable join. 

Ult edge -0£ the tile with pinking shears, 

2 narrow \\'hite bord~r aro1.md the image. 

-----· 





TI1is iden cam.~ from my friend Sa.rah, who made sometlung similar for her 
ds whe11 they wanted to play dress up. The morning I stopped by to see their 
capes. the.y were zooming around in them so proudly f cOL-1/d hardl}' gtt a 
look- wper11ero powers activated! This cape is designed in two sizes

t1ie. smaller cape works for toddlers like Charlotte. and the larger (which is 
longer) is good for Oliver-sized kiddos (about age five)-

c• 11 _ One 8 •1~'" x 11" Doub!e-sided fasible web (like I leat 

1 ':n' Bond) J \'d I+>· ;cm) of 4;" · (2i.5c.m x 28cm) piece of cotton 

= i ;;d (61cm) of 

1 yd (9rcm) of 1''· (2.5cm-) 

1 ·wide double-fold binding 

Tape maker. 1" (2.5cm) size 

1 : vd (4).5cm) of 

j(k conon 

i yd (9mn) of 
rickrack, pom-poms, lace. or other 

trims of your choice 

Small cape. about r3· (33cm) from 

neck edge to bottom: large cape, 

' about r9" (48.scm) from neck edge to 

bottom : 3 yd (6icm) of 

·;;: conon 
Pencil 
Strin8 or yarn 

:he cape (which is shaped like a 

<Ire.~). stack the cape fabric and the lining 

lFIILrtg. sides together, with the edges even. 

the cur\"ed lines, tie a string to a pencil. 

the neckline, knot the string i. •/ 2" {6.5cm) 

pencil. Place the knot at one of the top 

'""the stack of fabric. Hold down the knot 

?C~_~:·ng the pencil in a smooth curve across 

to tr<lce lhe neckJine of the cape. To make 

~~~" knot he string 16'' (40.5cm} from the 

me smaU cape, and u (56cm) from the 

the bre;e cape. Place the knot at the same 

t:ie fabric and trace the hemline. Keeping 

- ogether, cut out the eape and lining 

tne marked lines. 

mg manufacrurer's instructions, iron 

:.:=::'.::!:t:-:SJ
0tt!ed fusible web, paper side up, onto 

_ ~.de of the monogram fabric, leaving 

•• ttLl.OWANCE 
1 1~" (r3mm) 

1 the paper in place. To make the monogram, using 

your computer. choose an easy-to·read font for 

your child's initial, and print out the initial so that 

it is about 8 (20.5cm) tall. Cut the initial from 

L. 

the paper and trace it, v:rong side down, onto the 

paper backmg of the fusible web (now fused to the 

fabric). Cut it out v.ith the paper backing in place. 

Then remove the paper backing and place the 

initial , right side up, in the center back of the c.ape, 

and, following the manufacturer's instructions. 

press it to secure it to the cape piece. Machine-sew 

"'i th a small. tight zigzag stitch around the entire 

edge of the in i tiaL 

., To apply the trim. pitl each trim smoothly in 

rows along the bottom of the cape. Machine-Se\\ , 

securing well. If you want rickrack ro hang down 

from the bottom edge. center and baste it along the 

seamline, making sure that upward-facing points 



.. - -

won't be caught in the side seamline (see the 

next step). 

Place the cape and Lhe lining pieces Y...7ith right 

sides together, and pin around aU edges. Stitch 

around the cape. leaving the neck open. Tum the 

cape right side out through the neck opening, and 

press flat. 

Add pom-pom trim to the bottom edge by 

stitching it to the lining side of the cape (so porns 

hand down}. tucking raw edges of trim under 

to fini b. Pin ribbon on outside of cape to hide 

seamline. and machine-sew down both long edges. 

To make the binding for the tie. foJlow the 

instructions in Genera] Sewing Technique (page 

125). Fold the cul ends of the tape under 1,2" 

(13mm) to finish them. Then mark the center of 

the length of tape. Place the center of the tape at 

the center back of the neck opening, and enclose 

the neck edge with the tape. Pin the tape in place. 

Then stitch down one end of the folded tape 

(backstitching to finish) , then along the entire 

length. catching the neckline in the stitching. and 

then up the opposite end, backstitching to finish. 



-- ----- --------- --- ---- ---------- --- -- ---- ------- ---- ------, 

.fy niece is a horse girl, as I was. I hold my breath when I watch her draw, 
mnembering my own adventures in. equine portraitw·e. I asked her to draw a 
rolorfi4l side view of a horse for me when I wanted to create this softie. I wish I 

d !l picture of herface when she saw Megan (what I named the softie) sitting 
011 tn}' bed one day. Her smile bloomed with pure wonder as she recognized 

her drnwing in its new, three-dimensional incarnation.. 

You cn11 make the horsie from my template, or crea~ a similar critter.from 
Gll}' quadniped your child dreams up, since the basic principle for creating 

a gusset applies. It would be adorable to do one in the shcipe and colors 
of tl1e fa m iiy dog or cat, since children are usually well-practiced in 
drawing these familiar companions. But crazy colors work, too-

the more creative they a1·e, the more fun you'll have. 

- ·--.,-. S<1ftie template {page 
dra'lll.ing of a 4-legged 

For Lhl' bod}': 1/ 2 yd (45.5on) wool felt 
1 For the mt1rkings: Sc.ra.ps of wool felt 

in assorted colors 
For the mane <inc.I l<iil. 3 yd (i.75m) of 

1 sportweight yarn 

.a photocopy of your child's drawing, or 

:rs of the Horse and Ear templates 

9. If vou're using your child's drawing, 

a>tJY. outline the animal v.ith the black 

-~ simplif}"ing the details so the critter 

• ard eliminati11g the ears, mane. 

pa dog or cat tail intact). Trace this 

~ outJine onto a dean sheet of paper, and 

· w the desired si.ze on a copier. Make 3 

cf the ~nlarged pattern. 

Medium·tip black marker 

1 Embroidery floss m assorted colors 
Wool batting or fiberfill for stuffing 

I FlNJSl:IED SIZE 

About r}'' x 9 (33cm x .23cm) 

cop\ of the pattern, cut out the body of 

....___.-c&.. \l.'ith the second cop}'. cut out all the 
(point B), then across the body back to point A. For 

a dog or a car, point Bis jusl below the tail. Cut out 
--~-- '.\ith the third copy, draw a line from 

1 the lower halfof the animal along this line. This 
of the chest (point A), down and around 

! , :Jong the belly. down and around the 

_ and up to the middle rear of the animal 

piece will be a gusset. 

~OR THE LITTLE OK£!> 

--- --------- ---- - - ------ - -----------------------------------~ 





-------- ------- ---------------------- ----------- ------- ---- , 

::e fel; for ~he body, cut 2 complete bodies ' 7. For ears. cut 2 small triangles of felt or follov. 

gu~::;et-.;. Do not add seam allowances. the Ear templale. For stand-up ears. fold the 

~ps: of felt for the markings. cut 2 triangles in half lengthwise and tack them to the 

5th mark ng. Attach the markings to the :side:> of the head. for fiopp)· ears. tack the short 

.. ~et 'ti ch (see Hand·Se\\•ing [page 1301). 

::::r. "ATOng sides together, sew one bottom 

xae2d bod} piece around the legs and 

the b..JCi>. 1sing 2 strands of embroideT} 

·e· sriich (lea'e the straight jbelh·] 

_ :dlSSC:t open). With the \\tong sides 

C:b.nket stitch the 2 body pieces together 

:\ (the chest). around the head and 

f:gd:_ to point B (the back of the legs). 

body \\ith batting or fiberfi11 (a 

• -~tuffing tool can help here; 

~---....,. [pagL' 1431), and sew the gusset 

with a blanket stitch. Using a few 

~~-· ~Hand-Sewing [page 130)) in 

sa::re color as the body. tack each inner 

~belly 'thii; will puJl the legs in so 

cm 5tand on all 4 legs). 

____ the fea~1res of the face with 2 strands 

~~-~~ fia~. tlSlng a knotless start (see 

edge of the triangle flat against the side of the 

head. so the tip of the ear hangs dou.'tl. 

8 To make the mane and forelock (for a horse). cul 

twenty-six 3" (7.)Ctn) strands of the yarn. For the 

mane, sew the first strand (of 22) through the seam 

on the top of the- head at the ears centering [he 

strand so half falls on each side of the head. Repeat 

along the bad< of the neck with lhe other 21 pieces 

of the mane. For the forelock , repea1 with the 

remaining 4 strands, mmring across the head from 

one ear to the other, and trim to forelock length. 

9. For the tail. cut three 8" (20.scm) strands of 

yam. Sew them onto the rear of the horse abo\e 

poin t B. centering the 3 strands. 

F"O"' "ftlt: LITTLE ONE~ 

---- ------------------------------------------ ---- ------- -~ 





------- -~ 

A first sleepover away from home is a big deal 
(especially for Mom and Dad)! If your sleepover

goer gets n.eroot1.s, a phone number nearby 
can calm any potential homesickness. I've made 
this pillowcase out of silky-smooth cotton law1i, 

but you could use any soft cotton calico. It's 
great if you can find rickrack that comes in a 
couple of di.fferent sizes to coordinate the hem 
and the telephone. mimbe1~ but the hem could 

also be tiimmed with ribbon., porn-porns, or any 
whimsical edging your child might like. 

MATER IA 

I One 28" :-; 43" 

(71cm x 109cm) piece of printed 
cotton lawn 

One u" x 4f (28cmx 

109crn) piece of solid cotton 

1 11+ yd (114on) of 

1 • (2.5cm·) wide rickrack 
I lt.; yd {I.Gm) of 

•1~"· (1~mrn-) wide rickrack 

Clear plastic rnler 
Fabric marker 
Ernbroide.ry floss m same color 

as small rickrack 
4• (1ocm) embroidery hoop 

'Zig?ag pinking shears 

p ' x 21~ (81cm x 5J.5cm) 
'I u j r 

•12" (13mm), unless otherwise 
noted 



To m.ake the hem. fold and press the hem 

piece length"ise, then again crosswise to create 4 

quadrants. Unfold the hem piece. Aloug one long 

edge of the piece (the t0op). press under J/~/' (2crn). 

On the bottom edge, press under t 2 " (13mm). 

To prepare the phone number. using )Our 

computer. find a font that will give you clear, 

simple digits (1 used Arial a( z10-point size). Size 

your phone number so the individual num hers a.re 

about 2 '' (5cm) high and the entire phone number 

is about r4 (35.5cm) long. Lay out the number on 

2 separate lines on the page. print it. aud then cut 

it into 2 pieces and tape them together, making 

c:ure to :alig11 the pieces so the telephone number 

is straight. Center the phone number design 

beneath the fabric of the upper-left quadrant of 

the hem piece, using the pressed lines and a dear 

mler to guide rou. Trace the number v. ith a fabric 

marker. (rf you're using a dark fablic, yot1 n1ight 

want to use the carbon·tr.ansfer method, but these 

numbers are big, so you should be able to see them 

through the fabric.) 

• To make the phone number. cut the length of 

small rickrack into pieces, one piece per digit. 

(Make sure you ha"e a bit more per digit than you 

think you need.) Place the embroidery hoop on the 

hem piece around the first traced tmmber. Tue.king 

the cut ends of the rickrack under and using 2 

strands of embroidery Boss. tack the rickrack into 

numerals with tiuy stitches at each point. Move 

the hoop along the hem piece to tack the rickrack 

of each number, being careful not to scnmch the 

rickrack from pre' ious numbers \\1th the hoop. 

Press the hem piece \\hen finished. 

To attach the hem piece to the pillowcase piece. 

la} the pillowcase piece right side up. Lar the large 

rickrack along a long edge of the pillowcase pi 

with the center of the trim •a (r3mm) a\\a' frO!L 

raw edge. Open out the hem piece and. with rhf 
top edge pressed under, pin, right side up alon2 

long edge of Lhe pillowcase piece. over!appm2 · 

raw edge of the pillowcase piece 1 z" (L3mm and 

allowing the top edges of the rickrack to peek Ou1 

(see photo). Baste 114 " (6mm) from the folded f• 
edge of the hem. 

Fold the pillowcase in halflengthwise. witl n 

sides together and the hem opened out. Stitcl, 

along the side and the length of the pillowcase 

hem. Trim the edges of the seam allowances. \\1th 

H DI. ol ' 



(If rou have an overlock stitch on 

~:tt::~ \"OU can finish the edges that .... ray.) 

pillo~:case right side out and fold the 

m.s:d~ along the hem's lengthwise fold 

~;:=:~ the bottom edge turned under. Pin 

cang stitches. securing the turned· 

on me \\Tong side. On the right side, 

:o the edge of the hem. being sure to 

·e;ior turned-under hem in the seam. 

p.ms and basting. Press. 

s 





PART T\l\TO. 

FOR 
EVERY DAY 

At our house1 we're all about the everyday stuff We like the 
regular, the routine, the quotidi.an. We like the hanging-out with 
pizza and beer, the couch party with a cat on a tap, the movie 
nights with movies we've seen seven times already and friends 

who don't (seem to) mind. 

We like the averageness of the nothin'-doin', nojuss day. Those 
unspecial days are, in niy opinion, actually the most special. 
When times are complicated1 those days are the ories that I 

appreciate. most of a.ll, and long to have back. 



But just because I go through most of those 

days weanng nothing fancier than jeans (okay, 

sweatpants) and there's nobody here but my hubby 

(okay, my puppy) to help me celebrate, celebrate 

the everyday [ do. 1 take pictures every day, o[ 

everything: my breakfast. mv pets. my yarn, my 

flowet, my pumpkin, my family, my porch light, 

my pillow, my heart-shaped biscuit flecked with 

parsley on its .bed of chicken stew. I ph:otograph 

everything. It's really not that hard. You just pick up 

your camera and point it at something. Then pick it 

up again, and pomt it at something else tomorrow. 

1f you start a blog, you caa put the picture up 

there. Then you can blather on about It., telling haU 

the world that you had cloudbeny jam on toast 

fot breakfast. You wouldn't think anyone would 

care. But for some weird reason they do. They had 

cloudberry jam yesterday, too, or will tomorrow. 

You thought you wete the only one? No. We 're aU in 

this together. 

The best thing about baving a blog is tbat, If 

you do It every day, you start. to see every day as 

an opportunity. not just to take a picture of and 

talk about jam. but to look at things differently. 

"' Cl1ick1m stew and lteart·sl1aped biSGJ1its ril ~ patientl}' for their portrair. 

An opportunity to gain some perspective on the 

prosaic aspects of our lives, those we tend to 

take for gxanted. I! lite has ever thrown you a few 

lemons. and you've found yourself longing for 

the lwruJ'V of an unremarkable Tuesday. then you 

lmow just what I mean. 1 think sewing things that 

<:elebrate the Tuesdays, the cloudberry-jam days, 

and the nothln'·doin' days makes them special 

days, after all. 

The projects .in this section were designed to 

celebrate the laundry. t.he dinner, and the people and 

pets in your pack m all their wonderful averageness. 

They are not meant to be precious but to be used 

well. on an everyday basis. Some, like the First 

Apartment Laundry Bag and Felted Sweater Bag. 

are made of fabrics that are special because they 

have already been well·loved by you or yours. Other 

projects, like the Family Recipe Book, commemorate 

the everyday mealtimes of the past, present, and 

future by giving you a special place to keep your 

family's favorites. Whichever ones you choose to 

complete. these projects help you celebrate the 

everyday. with things you'll use every day. 





r--------------------

There is suc?1 a classic quality to old photos, and I think it has a lot to do 
with the formal feel of b!ack-and-tvh ite film . When the images are cropped 
to include just the faces, tlie trappings of time and place tend to disappear. 

m1d al1 the sim ilarities rise to the swfa.ce: Yoiir daughter looks like your Aiwt 

Grace and no one's ever noticed. This pillow features sixteen fabric patches 
printed with the beautiful faces of family members, from grandparents to ni,~ces 

and nephews. f made these patches with all the immediate members of my 
husbcind's and my families, and 1 think it would make a fan.tastic wedding 

prese11i for newlyweds who've recently merged their clans. 

r6 photos. sized at 4 l ~" x 4 31.:" (r2an 

x ucm) and 200 dpi 

for 1 h tr m· .2 1 ~ yd (2. 3rn) of piping 

lrim To fit an r8' (45.5cm) square 

form " .. n 18" x 18" (45.5cm x 
45.5cm) 8 sheets of ink-jet 

printer- ready white fabric 

T\ .. '0 t4" x 17 I .: 

(J).5an ~ 44.;cm) pieces of cotton print 

Rotary cutter 

Self-healing cutting mat 

Clear plastic mler 

114" (6nun), unless othetv.1.ie 

To make the photo patches, print the photos 

onto the fabric sheets, 2 per sheet . following the 

directions in Transferring Photos to Fabric (page 

133). Remember that there is a '/4" (6mm) seam 

allowance built into this square; when centeting 

the person's fac.e. be sw·e to leave a margin so you 

don't chop off somebody's chin! Cut out each photo 

around the printed area. 

2 Arrange the squares in a pleasing way•. With 

the right sides of the squares together, stitch 

all the squares into strips of 4. You should end up 

with 4 strips of 4 images each. Press aU 

seams open. Lay out the strips. right side up and 

parallel. Then, starting at one end, pin 2 strips 

together, right :sides facing and seams aligned. 

Stitch down the length. Repeat for each strip. 

adding each new strip to the pillow top. one af.er 

another. Press all seams open. 

Pin the piping trim around the ot1tside edge or 

the pillow top. raw edges even and clipping pipit;; 

seam allowance almost to piping at comers to rum 

sharply. Machine-baste the trim to the top using 

scant 1: 4" (6mm) seam. 

For the pillow back piece, on one back piece ~ 

under 1" (2.5crn} on the long edge and press; tum 

under r" (2.;cm} again and press. Topstitch alon~ 

each edge of the hem. Repeat for the other back 

piece. 

With the right side up. Jar the pillow front (vitb 

the basted trim in place) flat on the work surface. 

Lay the 2 back pieces right side down on top of ihe 

~---------------------------------------------------------------



pil1ow front, overlapping the hemmed edges. Pin 

all thicknesses together around the edges. 

Machine-sew using a 1/.( (6mm) seam around 

the pillowcase, pivoting at the corners. Be careful 

not to catch the piping in the stitching (just the 

seam allowance). Clip the corners. turn the pillow 

cover right side out, and press. Stuff with the 

pillow form. 



T designed this laundry bag while thinking about leaving home for the 
first time, and the new activities-like doing your own laimdry-that a.re 

traditio11al rites of passage. "Souvenirs" from Dad's a11d a brother's closets
the pleated strips that decorate the bottom half of the bag are made from 

nie11's sl1irts and shirtin.gfabrics-are lit.tle pieces ofh.ome away from home, 
or "laundty away from Mom's laundry room. 11 

Fr Eight pairs of 20" Clear plastic ruler 

Zigzag pinking shears x 4 (:pcm x iocm) pieces of assorte<i 
shirting fabrics four 19· x 

1;; ' (48.5cm x 38cm) pieces of canvas 
ticking 

T 1 z yd (l.4ffi) of 1 -1 "- 18" x 27" (45.5cm x 68cm) 
(6mm-) cording r: 

Two i9" x 28" (48.5an x 

71cm) pieces of checked gingham 
Rotary cutter • 111· (rJmm), unles.s otherwise noted 
Self-healing cutting mat 

To prepare the pleated strips, fold each strip in 

halflengthwise, 'vrong sides together, and press. 

Lay one strip horizontally across the bag front 

bottom piece with the folded edge of the strip 

exactly 6" (15cm) from the bottom edge (and 

the raw edge toward the top of the bag piece). 

Fold a '1 2 " (r3mm) pleat into the strip anywhere 

along the length {the length of tbe strip will 

then be the same as the width as the bag piece) . 

Pin along the upper edges of the strip. Using 

a zigzag stitch. sew the top of the strip to the front 

of the bag piece. catching the raw edges of the 

strip to prevent fraying. 

Lay the next strip horizontally across the 

bag front bottom piece, with the folded edge exactl)' 

l " (2.5c;m) above the folded edge of the pre\ious 

strip. Fold a 1/ ::' (13mm) pleat into the strip at a 

different location than the pleat below. Using a 

2igzag stitch, sew the strip to the bag piece. f{epeat 

for the remaining 6 strips. making suTe that the 

last strip lines up evenly with the top edge of the 

bag front bottom piece. 

With the right sides together. place the front top 

piece over the front bottom piece ,..,;th all edges 

even. Using a straight stitch. se'~ along U1e top 

edge. using a 1" (2.)cm) seam allowance. Trim the 

seam v.ith pinking shears. and press it toward the 

top of the bag. 





r------- ----------- -------------- -------------

Repeat steps r through 3 to make the back of 

the bag. 

r:- 0 n the wrong side of the front of the bag. mark 

a t' · (2.5cm-) wide opening on one of the side 

seamlines 3" (/.5cm) from the top of the bag. With 

the right sides of the front and back bag pieces 

together and the marked piece facing up. sew the 

long (side} edges of the bag, backstitching on each 

side of the opening. Stitch along the bottom edge 

of the bag. Stitch across the bottom comer about 

r 112" (3.8cm) from the edge to create a square 

bottom (see General Sewing Techniques jpage 

1251). Press the seams open and turn the bag right 

side out. 

" To make U1e lining. place the right sides of the 

front and back Lining pieces together and stitch 

down the long edges. Stitch across the bottom of 

the lining, leaving an 8" (20.5cm) opening through 

which you will turn the bag. Stitch acros the 

bottom corners about 1 •t:t" (3.8cm) from the edge 

to create a square bottom (see General Sewing 

Techniques !page c25J). 

With right sides together, place the outer bag 

imo the lining (the , .. Tong side of the lining will be 

facing you). With the top edges even, stitch around 

the top of the bag through both layers. Pull the 

outer bag through fue opening in the lining. Tum 

in the edses of the lining and machine-sew the 

opening closed. Tum the lining to the inside and 

press the top edge of the bag. 

To rnake the drawstring ca.sing. find the 

opening in the side seam. With the outside of 

the bag facing you. at the ends of the openfog, 

stitch 2 rows of straight stitches parallel to each 

other (and to the top of the bag) through both 

layers of fabric, r" (2.5crn} apart. 

To run the drawstring through the casing. 

attach a large safet)' pin to one end of the cord. 

Feed the cord through the casing around the 

circumference of the bag. Leave about 6" (15on) 

of extra cord, and tie the ends into a strong knot. 

Feed the knot back into the casing so it is hidden. 

~------------------------- -------- ----- -- --
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I'm a huge Jan of housewarming gifts. For a long time I gave 
liandknit dishcloths and organic cleaning supplies to m:y fi-iends 

wl1en they moved u1to new digs, but J 1·eally like the idea of creating 
something penn.anent to commemorate such an exciting life change. 

These linen place mats feature Clft applique of a photo of the new house 
along with the n.ew addrt;ss printed directly on a piece of twill tape you. 
send through your ink-jet printe1: They'd be pe1fect as a hostess gift for 

the first of many dinner parties. You may just get invited back. 

•TS 

One photo. sized at 4 x 3" (iocrn x 

7.5011) and 200 dpi 

3~.; ~·d (4.im) of 1" (.2.Jcm) 
double·fold binding 

r yd (91cm) of 
cream-colored 1 l" · {13mm·) v.;de 

twill tape 

Self-healing cutting mat 
Clear plastic ruler 
Double-sided tape 

One 8 11:" " 11 N 

(21.5cm x 28cm) piece- of cream· 

colored linen 

l Z.-

r8" ic 13 1 i" (45.5c.mx34.5cm) 

A [ L \ 

r I .. ~'- .11J,~: Four 18" :>: 13 •11" 

One 8 •tJ" x u " (2r.5cm x 28cm) piece 

of full-sheet sticker paper 11.1 ' ' (Gmm), unless otherw1se noted 
(4)-)cm x 34.5cm) pieces of linen Embroidery Boss 

~ Two t8" x i31 :" 

(4).)Cm ~ 34.5on) pieces ofTimtex or 

other l1ea1,r·y•Aeighl. sew-in stabilizer 

Tape maker, 1' (2.5cm) size 
Bubble·jet setter 

Rotary cutter 

To prepare your photo fabric and twill tape. 

Lreat both according to the bubble·jet setter 

manufacturer's instructions. To prepare rour 

photo, on your computer crop your image in a 

pleasing way to be approximately 4" x 3" (10cm 

x 7.5cm) at 200 dpi. (EJ.\act size is not super 

important for the image. so if it looks best cropped 

to slightly different dimensions, go for it. You want 

it to be big enough to reveal detatls or the house 

but not so big that it looks disproportionate to the 

place mat.) Place z copies of the image on. one 

page. leaving at least •12" (13mm) around alJ sides 

of each. Smooth the full sheet or sticker paper onto 

the ~wrong side of the piece of cream-colored Linen. 

Print the photos onto the linen piece, using your 

ink-jet printer (see Transferring Photos to Fabric 

[page 133)). Rinse the linen fabric until water runs 

dear. then dry and press "ith a warm iron to heat. 

set the image. 

Ttim eacb photo. leaving a 112" (13mm) border 

on all sides. Press under a •14" (6mm) hem on all 

sides. Pin the photo applique to the bottom right 

comer of the place mat top piece. and attach by 

sewing with slip stitches (s~ Hand-Sewing !page 

130]), lea\ing about t 112" (5.8cm) of space between 

the edge of the applique .and the bottom and Lhe 

side edges of the place mat. Repeat for the second 

place mat. 

To make the address label. on your computer 

create a document VYith a "landscape" orientation 

EV l\Y DA 
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::.~.,.,.;II run horizontally across the \\<ide 

2.s::::!!lmen: of a Jetter-size piece of paper) . Type 

:=:-esc: using a font that is easily readable 

sze ili~htly smaller than 'n." (13mrn) high. 

address on to a sheet of regular paper. 

t>Ublc-sided tape. attach a length of twill 

ll. e\·eral inches [about 8cm) longer on 

_of the address) to the paper. directly o,·er 

\W'\e printed. (You can also add a piece 
tdpe to the end of the twill tape that will 

~-"_,,...the printer first. to secure it.) Feed the 

the printer o that the te>.t will reprint in 

position. Print the address again. Remove 

::a~. and rinse the twill tape under 

~---._ ci•cr. dry. and press to heat-set. Fold 

tne edges Of the tape and, lLSing 2 strands Of 

-~~~-~ floss. tack the address label ro the place 

the photo with a few straight stitches 

~d. Repeat for the second place mat. 

·c.n the Timtex between the place mat 

the other piece oflinen for the back. Baste 

mi!' !Cge of the place mat through the 3 

.; ~nt • .: (Gmm) &om the edge. Repeat 

second place mat. 

UU? the instructions in General Sewing 

----,.->es make and apply the binding around 

edge of the place mat by machine and by 

.:.:epea: for the second place mat. 

ft£ ER 



GIVE, AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE 

Warning: This is a cautionary tale! 

It's not about why you should make lovely, 

hand-stitched gifts about special moments 

for the people you love. It's not about how 

you should wrap those gifts in beautiful paper 

with hand-stamped gift tags. Lt's about why 
you shouldn't. 

Oh, not really. Don' t worry. You'll see. 

TI1e thing about making handmade gifts and 

giving them to people you love is that sometimes 

}'OU love what you've made more than they will. 

Unless you've involved them in the process, it's 

occasionally inevitable that you'il like it more 

than they \Vill. Even when you realJy tried to pick 

the things you think they'll love. 

I think everyone who Likes to make things has 

been there: You spend half the year-twenty-six 

lunch hours . fifteen Saturday nights, and seven 

fourth-grade soccer games. to be exact-secretly 

knitting your husband a sweateI. You think 

of him wearing it on Sunday mornings while 

flipping pancakes, you picture how cool he'U 



look in it while he walks through the park 'vith 
the dog. You wrap it lovingly. then pass it to 

him excitedly-Surely it must be the best birthday 

pre:se:n~ the. man has ever seen! 
And he says, "Oh-thanks ... no, I like it!" 

Sigh. 

But the thing about giving handmade gifts is 

that. as much as I want my recipient to love my 
present, to appreciate the hours I spent on it, 

and to think it's much better than the new iPod 

he'd been hinting about, r know r can't control 

what anyone's response will he when 1 give them 

what I've made. Sometimes they're thrilled, 

slncerely. Sometimes the initial reception is .. , 

less than thrilled, or thrilling. 

It's really hard for people who don't sew (or 

knit, or quilt, or embroider, or crochet. or [inse1t 

name of time-consuming handwork here]) 

to be able to fully appreciate what goes into a 

handmade item. lt's not that they don't love you, 

or don't care, or don't like it-I think sometimes 

it's that they might not understand it like you 

do. Especially kids. Not many kids are going 
to appreciate a handmade doll when what they 

really wanted was another !insert name of cool 

new must-have toy here]. 

But I think eventually they will. G:iven a little 

time-maybe a lot of time-I think it's always 

worth giving, and worth getting. handmade 

things. Even if the reaction we're hoping for is 

a bil delayed, or even invisible to us, there is 

no predicting that moment when someone is, 

perhaps years later, holding your precious gift 

in their hands and wishing Lhey could do the 

moment over, or tell you now how much they 

appreciate your present. 

The best present I ever made and gave was a 

set of embroidered. monogrammed pillowcases 

for my dad. lt was his last Christmas with us, 

and only two weeks before he passed away. I'd 

pkked a monogram for him in an Old English 

font that reminded me of him. and embroidered 

it in gray and silver floss on a set of pillowcases 

that were a beautiful pale blue, his favorite color. 

He wasn't able to talk well at that time. There 

were so many things I Vlras unable to say. But I 

will never, ever forget his incredible smile as he 
opened it, and touched the stitches, and held 

a pillowcase up to see i t betteL I watched bis 

face in amazement; I was shaky with love and 

hope. I think he understood then exactly what 

I'd needed lo tell him. that there was no one else 

like him in the whole wide world. 

H is gift to me was that incredible smile. I've 

pulled it out of my memory and unwrapped it a 

thousand times since. 

FCll £V ll'i' A 



This project is one of my favorites. I love it for so many reasons, 
especially because of the cute little bi rd 011 the vintage recipe card. 

If you have a family recipe card with charming artwork, it's fun to pick 
up 011 the colors or style in the fabrics you use. Not to W01T}' if you only have 
some handwritten notesfi·om you1' grandma about her legenda1y cinnamon 

buns. This project is no less special. Taking inspiration from the cook who 
provided the recipe, choose fabrics site would've loved and worn. The cook's 

magic is sti-re to follow yoµ in-to the kitchen every time yo~1 tie it on. 

Recipe card (to be horizontally 

oriented) 

Two 30" x 4" (76an 
x iocm) pieces of fabric A, cut on 

straight grain 

Two 
10" x ro· (25.5cm x 25.5cn1) pieces of 

fabric A. cut on the bias 

One 10" One io' (25cm) piece 
of 112"· (13mm·) wide double.fold 

binding 
x J7" (25.;:cm x 43cm~ piece of c.otLon 
print (fabric B) 

2 1, 2 yd (i.8m) of 'Ji ". 

(13mrn-) wide Li<:krack 

Embroidery floss 
One 8 111" Two10'' 

x n " (2i.5cm x 28cm) sheet of ink-jel 
printer-read)' fabric 

x 17" (25.5cm x 43cm) pieces of cotton 

print (fabric q 
About 19" x 22" (4.S.5cm x 56cm), 

with 29' (74cm) ties 
One 20" x 6" 

tpcm x Ijcm) piece ofi" (2.5cm) 

gingham, cut on the bias (fabric A) 

One 

10" x 10" (2).5cm x 25.:;cm) piece of 
fabric B 

•14 (6mm). unless otherwise noted 

To make the recipe-card pocket, using the 

custom settings on your scanner. scan your recipe 

card at about 600 dpi. This setting will give you 

enough pixels to enlarge the recipe card image 

without losing quality. Don't worry too muc:h about 

how tall the image is; rhe width is more important 

than the height. Print your recipe card image 

onto the ink-jet printer-ready fabric. and trim it 

into a rectangle ro' (25.5cm) wide, with about 112" 

(t3mm} of margin between the text and the edges 

of the fa bric. 

Following the direcuons in General Sewing 

Techniques (page r25), appl>• b]ncting to the top 

edge of the pocket. la}' the pocket, right side up, 

on the right side of the front top panel with the 

bottoms and the edges of the pocket and panel 

aligned. Baste the pocket in place along the sides 

and the bottom edge. 

Gather (see Hand-Sewing [Running Stitch, 

page 130]) the top edges of the side panels (fabric 

C) until they are about half their original width. 

With the right sides together, stitch the right and 

left side top panels to the front top panel (fabric B) 

along the long edges. Press the seams toward the 

front top panel. With the right sides together. stitch 

the right and left side bottom panels (fabric A) to 

the front bottom panel (fabric B) along the side 

edges. Press the seams toward the front bottom 





panel. Wilh the right -.ides together, pin the bottom 

panel piece to the top panel piece across the width 

of the apron. Stitch. and press the seams toward 

the bottom. 

Lay the rickrack along the long seams between 

the panels. Tack at each point of the rickrack with 

small hand ~titc;hes, using 3 strands of contrasting 

embroidery floss. Hem the Jong edges of the side 

panels. hLrrting under each edge •14'' (6mm) t'<vice 

and stitching down the entire length. Then press 

u11der 1 2
1 (13mm) along the bottom edge of the 

apron. Fold up the bottom of the apron to the 

back side so that the folded edge lies just above 

the seam!ine between Lhe bottom panels and the 

lop panels. Stitch right side up. on top of this 

seamline again, catd1ing the apron hem in the 

seam. Lay the rickrack along this seamline and tack 

mth small hand stitches. turning w1der the ra\v 

ends of the rickrack to finisb. 

To make the waistband. press under l/.;" (Gmm) 

on the short edges. Fold the waistband piece (fabric 

A) in halflength\\·ise, \\ith \\Tong sides together. 

then fold the long edges in again toward the fold. 

and press. 

To tnake one apron tie, gather the short edge 

of the tie (fabric A), leaving that edge unfinished 

(you'll sbck 1t inlo the waistband later). Hem the 

long edges and ihe remaining shon edge, turning 

under each edge 114 ' (Gmm) !\vice and stitchirtg. 

Turn d1e bottom corner of the short finished edge 

up to the back of the tie to make a 45-degree angle. 

Stitch across the top of the turned-under piece to 

hold the edge in place. Repeat for the ~econd tie. 

Wt th the right side facing rou. lay the top edge 

of the apron inside the folded waistband, making 

sure the waistband overlaps the apron by about 

'/2.11 (r3mm). and pull up the gathers of the side 

panels so that the top edge of the apron is the 

same width as the waistband. Baste along the 

bouom edge of the waistband to hold it in place. 

making sure to catch both the front and U1e back 

sides in the stitches. Slide the gathered end of 

I he ties into the side openings of the waistband, 

pulling up gathers to fit. Baste in place. Topstitch 

around the 3 edges of the waistband. Remo'e the 

basting stitches. Love it! 



------·---------- ---- -------- ------------ - - ----- -- -- - -----~--- -- ---, 

This project is a cool accessory for a fres'1mari dorm room. Using photos 
of a teenager's fi"ir:nds, each "crystal" is lightly stuffed and set off by tiHy fabric 

:vo-vos. Wht11 grouped together, the shapes conju1·e a fa11ky chandelier that 
keepsfiiendsfrom home nearby. It works well for any groLlp offriends

tllink mnimer-camp bunkmates. the volleyball tea1n. orfavorite soroiity sisters. 
It would be adorable in school colors. too! 

Friend Chandelier template (page 150) 

8 photos. sized at 3 • 1~" x 4 1, i " (gem 

Sixteen 2 1 1 ~··. (5.5cm·) 
diameter circles, cul from as~orted 
couon prinls 

Pearl cotton #; 
1 Wool batting or polrester fiberfill 

1 
Heavyweight thread 

x rr.5cm) and 200 dpi, with faces 
cemcred 

One 9" (2;)C.m) inner ring 
of a wooden embroidery hoop 

Acrylic paint 
Varnish 

Two 8' z" x 1 J • 

(21.5cm x 28cm) sheets of ink.jet 
printer-ready fabdc sheets 

Two 36" j91cm) lengths of Paintbrush 

: 's"- (9mm-) wide satm ribbon 4 small binder d ips 

Dressmaker's chalk 
Fabric glue I Eight 3 •1•" x 4 11::" 

1 " Syd (1.25cm) of 1•1:1 ' - (301m-) wide 
leather lacing 

(9cm x n.5cm) pieces of assorted 

cotton prints 

One 8 1 _ x 1 _ • (21.5cm x z8cm) piece 

1 
of template plastic 

To make d1e crystals. print the photos onto the 

fabric sheets. following the directions il1 Transferring 

Photos to Fabric (page J33). Grouping them in 2 row·s 

of 2 on eacl1 sheet works well. Remember that y0\1 

will be cutting the rectangular photos into the shape 

of a "crystal"; there is a 114" (6mm) earn allowance 

built into that shape. When centering the person's 

face, leave a margin so you don't wit1d up sewing 

someone's chin or cheeks into a seam allowance! 

Cut out each photo into a rectangular shape. 

Trace the Crystal template onto the template 

plastic and cut ll out. To make the crystal fronts, 

use dressmaker's chalk to trace the Crysta.I 

template onto the wrong side of every photo 

(crystal front), centenng the face (you wiU be able 

to see the face through the fabric). With right 

1 sides together. stitch one crys~I front piece to one 

crystal back piece on the traced lines. leaving .a 

bottom segment of the crystal open for stuffing. 

Trim around the seam, leaving a 11s· (3min) seam 
1 allowance. Clip the comers. Turn the crystal right 

side out. Use a blunt poinr. like a chopstick or 

crochet hook. to poke out the corners (don't push 

too hard or you'll poke through the seam). Stuff 

the crystal lightly with batting and slip stitch the 

openings closed. Repeat for the other 7 crystals. 

To make the yo.yos. knot a 12·· (30.;cm) length 

• of hea\'yweight thread. 1um under a 114" (6m.m) 

hem while making a row of running stitc.he!> 

around the edge of the circle. PuU the thread tight 

to create the yo-yo. and secure the thread with a 

few stitches at the beginning of the seam. (The 

R V n A 





yo-yos v. ill Look like little Aat pouches witb a center 

hole where you have drawn up tJ1e thread (see 

Ceneral Sewmg Techniques [page li5]). Repeat for 

the other 15 yo-yos. Set the yo-yos aside. 

To string the crystals and ro-yos, with lhe pearl 

cotton. sew runnmg stitches around the outside 

of one crystal 1181
' (31nm) from the edge. starting 

and ending at the bottom tip. Knot off but don't 

cut the pearl cotton. Thread one yo-yo onto the 

pearl cotton. running the pearl cotton through the 

diameter of the ~·o-yo and out the other side. Knot 

off and trim. leaving a 1 4 {6mm) t.lil. Thread an 

r8" (45.5cm) length of pearl cotton and attach 1l to 

the top of the crystal with a knot. bW] mg the tail 

in the crystal. Thread another yo-ro onto the pearl 

cotton about 1" (2.)Cm) from the top of the crystal. 

running the thread through the diameter of the 

yo-yo and out the 0U1er &ide. Knot off but do not 
trim the pearl cotton. Repeat for eac:h crystal and 

pair of }ro-yos to make 8 strings of shapes. 

For the h.anger, painr the embroidery hoop ring 

with 2 coat- of aCT} lie paint. and let it dry. Apply 

Ot\e coat of \'arn.i::.b. 

Wrap an end of one length of ribbon around the 

hoop, tucking in the rav\' edge. Clue the wrapped 

ribbon to the hoop. secure it'' ith a binder clip. and 

let dr~ . On the opposite side of the hoop. repeat 

''ith the other end of the length of ribbon. Repeat 

"'ith the second length of ribbon. perpendicular to 

the fir t, o the ribbons are attached at equidistant 

quadrants on the hoop. Fold the middle sections 

of both ribbons to form a 4" (tocmJ loop. Tiea 3" 

(7.5cm) length ofleatheir lacing arou11d the base of 

1 the Loop (see photo). 

Cut two 18u (45. 5cm) lengths of leather lacing. 

Tie the lacing across the hoop. centering each end 

between the 2 ribbon ends and bowing the ladng 

slightly (see photo). Repeat with the other length or 

lacing. draping it slightly lower than the first. Tie one 

string of crystals and yo-yos to the leather cording 

(or to the hoop). Repeat for the other 7 strings of 

shapes. Adjust the lengths of the chandelier strings 

so they hang in a balanced way. Add a dab of glue 

lo each knot. and trim the ends dose to the knot. 





This pillow is a 5imple project that calls 
for a great photo from your collr:ction. 
especially one that i11cludes people you 

love. l took this plroto one night while 011 

a hayr-ide with m11fne11d Sarah a11d f1er 
family. The lignt of a midsz.nnmer evening 
and the intense colors of the sk)1, thefcmn i11 
the background, and the gi11gham of Sarah's 

shi11 inspired the fabrics 1 chose. Let the 
details ef vour photo suggest 

combmat1onsfor you. 



"'1' le n IS 

One photo, sized at 9" x7" (23cm:.: 
r&:m) and 200 dpi. 

'"o · ,• ' , 1 'i . Two 3" x 14" (7.5cm 

x 35.5a11} pieces of cotton calico 

Rotary cutter 

Self-healing. cutting mat 

Clear plastic ruler f o 1 1.1 . Two 10" x 14 " 
lor ·o" p· th IP 11 1• One811;i" x 

n " (21.5cm x 28cm) sheet of ink·jet 

printer-ready white fabric 

(25.;cm x 35.5cm) pieces of cotton 
calico to match top and bottom 
borders: 

F 11\!!Sli.i!:D !::dZl. 

To fit a 14" (35.5cm) square pillow 
form 

r 'i I< I H ' Two 9" 

x 4" (:z.3cm x iocm) pieces of cotton 
print 

I<' tr n 1 2 >yd {i.5m) of l/.i' . . J - ow, N';I: 

(zcm) wide rickrack 11.;" (6mm), ur!less otherwise noled 
r J ""· ••• _t 4" x 4 " (35 5cm x 

35.5cm) 

To create your phoh> patch, size your photo, 

keeping in mind thatyou will lose •t4" (6mm) to 

the seam allowance on each side of the photo. Print 

the photo onto the sheet of printeTrTeady fabric in a 

"landscape'' orientation. and cut out photo around 

the printed area (see Transfen-ing Photos to Fabric 

[page 1331). 

With right sides together and raw edges even , 

sew the top border strip to the top edge of the 

photo patch and the bottom border strip to the 

bottom edge of the photo patch. Press the seams 

toward the border strips. With right sides together 

and raw edges even, sew the side border strips to 

the photo patch piece. Press the seams toward the 

border strips. 

" For the pillow back. on one back piece turn 

under t" (z.5cm) on the long edge and press; 

turn w1der 1'' (2.5cm.) again and press. Topsti1ch 

along each edge of the hem. Repeat for the other 

hack piece. 

Pin the rickrack trim around the outside edge 

of the front of the piUow. foldjng the rickrack over 

itself at a right angle at each corner. Baste. using a 

sc;ant 1/q" (6mm) seam. 

"' With the pillow front right side up. lay the 2 

back pieces, right side down, on cop of the pillow 

front: the back pieces will overlap (see photo). 

Pin all thicknesses together around the edges, 

and stitch. 

Trim the corners. Tum rigb.t sicle out and press. 

Stuff with the pillow form. 





,-~-------------------------------------------------------------------

I love to cook with 111y eight-year-old niece. She'sji1st old enough to handle 
certain. grown-up tasks on her own (like measiiring) and jZJst young enough 
to still be intrigued b}' the difference between a measunng teaspoon and the 
teaspoon she uses for hc:r cereal. As consummate cupcake connoisseurs, we 

frequently pLtt our skills to good use i11 t'1e sweet-treat depart.me11t. We like to 
wield this special potholder when taking a dozen or tivo out of the oven. 

·--p-IM~ 

One kid's drawing. sized a bit smaller 
than 5'' x 5" (r2.5cm x: 12.5cm) and at 

2.00 dpi 

One 8 1 .i" x 11'' (u.5cm x 

28cm) sheet of ink-jet printer-ready 

fabric 

• •r Two g•· x I J .;" (20.5cm 

x 4.5cm) pieces and two I' 4" :-. 51 2 '' 

(4.5cm x 14cm) pieces of colton print 
F One io" x 10" (25.5on x 
25.5cm) piece of cotton print 

~ One 5 · x n ~ .. (12.5cm x 
• 4 5on) piece of cotton prinl (same 

fabdc as backing) 
I Two 9·• x 9·• (23cm x 23cm) 

squares of cotton batting 

Scan and resize or color-copy your child's 

drawing to fit inside a finished 5" x 5" (12.5cm x: 

r2-scm) square. Print the image onto the ink-jet 

printer-ready fabric sheet (see Transferring Photos 

to Fabric (page i331) and heat-set. With the drawing 

in the center, cut the fabric into ~ 5 r / l '
1 x 5 1 fa" 

(14c111 x 14cm) square. 

With right sides togeU1er, sew the short border 

strips to the side edges of the center square. Press:. 

the seams toward the border strips. Se\\ the long 

border strips to the top and the bottom of the 

center square piece. Press the seams toward the 

strips. 

Place the potholder front right side up on the 

double layer of batting. Pin it in p1ace, and baste 

around all 4 edges. using a scant 1,,. (6mm) seam. 

Trim ,a\\ar ex·tra batting. 

Rotary curter 

Self.healing cutting mat 

Clear plastic ruler 

(• • r -

1.-1 • (6mtn), unless otherwise noted 

--------------------------------------------------------------------~ 





r----------------------------------

To make the hanger Loop. fold the hanger slrip 

in halflengthwise and press. Open out and fold 

each long raw edge toward the center fold. Fold 

length\\ ise on the center fold and press. Edge stitch 

down each long edge (the short edge:: will remain 

unfinished). and set hanger aside. 

Place the- backing fabric wrong side up on a flat 

urface. Center the potholder on the bact..'ing fabric 
square: you will ha,·e 1" (1.5cm) extra backing 

fabric on all sides. Pin the potholder in place and 

~;t1tch in the ditch around the center patch (where 

the center patch meets the border strips) through 

all layers. Fold the backing fabric up over the 

edges of potholder, turning under ' 2" { r3mm) 

and mitering the comers (see General Se"ing 

Techniques [page 125]). Pin this border in place. 

Fold Lhe hanger piece in half With the r.l\\ 

of the hanger together. slip the end~ into 11'e u. 

right-hand mitered corner of the binding be 

the potholder top and the binding. Topsht<..n u -

binding in pl:ace around all 4 side througl a 

layers. running a fe\'. extra stitches alon,a t: e 

mitered comer where the hanger protrudes to 

seC\ire it. You're read) to bake! 

~ - -------------------------- ---------------------------



It'sfirn11y how you don't realize yourfaniily even has family recipes 
1mtil you move away from home cmd start cookmgfor }'OHrself. A craving 
for your n10111's cl1icken '11' dttmplings-wl1id1 was. of course, her mom's 

chicken '11' d1Amplings-can strike most insistentl)I w/11.m }1ou lea.st expect it. 
Not that your mom tvould1i't love a recipe-requesti11g pltone call, but now 
you ce111 be prepared 011 tlwse occasions when only cornf01t food will do. 

/designed th is book cover arou11d a photo albrnn tvitJ1 4" x 6" (1ocn1 x 1jCm) 
plastic sleev~s. peifectfor recipe cards. l asked my mother~ my mother-in-law. 
and other relatives to contribt1te their specialties in their oivn handwriti11g-

TJu:i~ksgiving stuffing. Grandma ·s spaghetti sauce Swedish meatballs
and I add new recipes of my 01vn all the time. 

MATERIALS 

Famil~· Recipe Book templates 

(page J)l) 

Purchased photo album. an} size 
For th!! oul::,idc uf the cm er One 
piece of heavyweight cotton the 

height of your .album plus fl~ .. (3cm) 
x the '"'id th of your album (front cover 
- back co\·er ~ spine) plus 1 • .; " (3ern) 

For 11 ~ Hai s: Two pieces of 

heavy\veight cotton the height of 

your album pl~1s 1 1·4" ()cm) x 5" 
(u.5cm) 

for the lining. One piece of cotton 

print. cut to the same size as the 
outside cover piece 

For the corners: One 6 - (15cm·J 
diameter circle or lJ ltrasuede 

For .ht lir<.: Two 10" (25.5cm) lengths 

of 2''. (13mm-) \vide twill tape 

Micron marker or fabric marker 

Embroidery Aoss 

Scalloped pinking <;hears 

FINISHED SIZE 

Can be made for any size album: 
pictured is 9' x 9" (23cm x 23cm) 

with a 2 ·· (;cm) spine 

SEAM ALLOWANCE 

• ~" ( r3mm), unless olherv. ise noted 

1 Using your computer. print out the text for 

rour spine using a simple font at a siz.e that will 

fit nicely both lengthwise and height-wise (I 

the 4 pieces to the 4 outside cover comer~. On the 

curYes. sew with 3 strands of embroidery floss. 

used Arial at 36-poinl size). Transfer the lext and 

the embroidery designs from the Family Recipe 

Book templates to the outside piece of the book 

cover (see Embroidery ipage 134]). With 2 strands 

of embroider}'· floss. embroider the text and the 

utensil elements, using back stitch and running 

stitch; use one strand of floss for the fine details. 

2. To make the book cover corners. cut the Ultra· 

suede circle into equal pie-shaped quarters. and 

trim the curved edges \\ith pinking shears. Baste 

.. 



r------------------- ---- ----------------------·----------------------· 

making running stitches 011 top of the basting 

stitches. 

3. For a tie, fold under 011e end of one of the 

lengths of twill tape 1/4" (6mm) lwicc , and press 

flat. Using 3 s trands of embroidery floss and 

nmning stitch. stitch along one long edge of the 

tie. around the folded end. and back along the 

other Jong edge. tarting and stopping at the raw· 

edge end. Repeat fot' the other tie. Set ties aside. 

4. for each co,·er flap. press in ti('/ (6mm) twice on 

one long edge and stitch close to the fold. 

5 Center the ties on the short edges of the outside 

cover piece with the long ends of Lhe ties !ring 

loose toward the center of the piece. and baste. Lay 

the outside co\'er piece with right side facing up on 

a flat surface. \Vith the raw edges e\·en. place the 

flaps on either end of the outside co, er piece. right 

side down. Place the lining, right side down. on top 

1 of the stack (see photo). Pin the long edges of the 

stack and stitd1 do,~11 each long edge. using a rz" 
1 (13mm) seam. 

6 Turn the cover inside out so that the outside 

cover piece is on one side. and the lining and the 

flaps are on the other. Press the long edges flat. 

Flip the flap around SQ that its 1ight side faces the 

right side of the outside cover piece. Pin Lhe short 

edge. keeping the tie flat with the long end toward 

the center, and stitch down the edge. using a scant 

• 12 ' (13mm) seam. Repeat for the other end of the 

1 cover. 

7. Tri rn the comers. Turn the book cover right 

side out, and press. Comfort food never had so 

much style! 

s't l 1"CHED IN 'TIMI:': 





\ 



When Twas growing up in Chicago. every family vacation had Lake Michigan 
as its destination. For twenty years, we spent leisurely days at va1ious cottages 
in Wisconsin and Michigan.. always staying near the sl1ore of that enchanted 
lake. The embroidery on this bag traces the outlines of our family's favorite 

sunimertime states and details our routes and desti11ations through the years. 

The perfect size for a selectio1t ofmagazin.es, a snack, and a map-the classic 
road-trip standbys-this rote could also be made before embarking on your 
journey, when you've set your itinerary but haven't yet had your adventure. 
If, at the e11 d of your trip-beach-bronzed and blissed-au t-you find yourself 

forgetting in which direction lies home, simply consult your embroidered map. 

Two n " x i6' (28cm x 

40.5cm) pieces of heavyweight cotton 
canvas 

Two i2" x f Oo.5cm 
x 7 5cm) pieces of Ultrasuede 

11a'' (3mm) hole punch 

Two 13" x 18" 

(33cm x 45.5crn) pieces of Timtex 
(roughly cutJ 

Two 24' (6mn) 
lengths of 111 '' (Gmm) leather lacing, 
.Dressmaker's carbon paper 

101 z'' x J5}!4 (27cm:..: 4ocm) v.ith 
10112" (26.5cm) straps 

Micron marker or fabric marker 
Embroidery Aoss 

1/4" (6mm). unless otherwise noted 

Two 11 • ;.. r8" (28cm x 

45.5cm) pieces of cotton print 
6 ·• (r5cm) embroidery hoop 

Zigzag pinking shears 

To prepare your embroidery design, find a map 

of the area you'd like to Lransfer. Enlarge or reduce 

the eJements of the map to a size that is about 2" 

(5cm) narrower than the width of the bag front 

piece and 8" (20.5cm) shorter than the length. 

Using dressmaker's carbon paper. transfer the 

outline of the regions of the map to the c.anvas 

bag front piece (see Embroidery !page 1341). Using 

a fabric marker or a fine-tip permanent marker. 

trace over the lines again to make the marks longer 

lasting. Draw the route of your trip by tracing 

another fine line. marking significant locations 

with a small dot. 

Stitch all the elements of yom trip design \'vith 

3 strands of embroidery Boss in a running stitch. 

Use different colors for each state and very pafe 

blue for the edges of any bodies of water. Stitcl1 

your route line in one strand of black floss in 

a numing stitch. making French knots at the 

small dots. For the state capitals. make stars 

using 2 strands of gold Ross in satin stitch. (See 

Embroidery [page 134}.) 



With pinking shears, trim one long edge of each 

Ultrasuede bottom piece. With right sides facing 

up. pin the front of the bag to the piece ofTimtex. 

Pin the Ultrasuede piece along the bottom of bag, 

with the pinked edge toward the top. Baste the 

Ultrasuede piece across the front of the bag just 

below the pinked edge. Baste the front of the bag to 

the Timtex through all layers and around all edges. 

Trim any extra Timtex and Ultrasuede so all 

edgl!s art! even with the bag front piece. Using 3 

strands of embroidery Ross in a running stitch, 

sew over the basting stitches below the pinked edge 

of the Ultrasuede piece. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to 

make the back of the bag. 

With the right sides of the bag pieces together, 

stitd1 the long edges and the bottom edge of bag. 

Stitch across the corners about i " (2.5cm) from 

the edge to create 2. square bottom corners (see 

General Sewing Techniques [page 125]). Tum the 

bag right side out. 

To make the lining. , ... ;th the right sides of the 2 

lining pieces together. stitch the long edges. Stitch 

across the bottom of the lining, leaving a 6" (r5cm) 

opening through which you will turn the bag. 

Stitch across the comers about 1" {2.5cm) from 

the edge to create 2 square bottom corners (see 

General Sewing Techniques [page 1i5J). 



With right sides together, place the outer bag 

into the lining (the outside of the lining will 

be facing you). With the top edges even, stitch 

around the top through all layers. Pull the outer 

bag through the opening in the lining. Tum in 

the edges of the lining opening and machjne·sew 

the opening closed. Turn the lining to the inside, 

keeping r" {2.5crn) of the lining showing on the 

outside of the top rim of the ba.g. Press the top 

edge of the bag, keeping the Timtex in the seam 

allowance flat and pressed toward the top. 

For the straps, punch one hole in the leather 

lacing 114" (Gmm) from the end of the lacing and 

another hole 1'' (1.5cm} from the end. Repeat on 

each end of the two lengths of lacing. Mark the top 

edges of the bag 2" (5on) from each side seam on 

the front and the back of the bag. Lay the end of 

one strap at one of the marks. r l / 4 '' (3cm) from U1e 

top of the bag. Using 3 strands of embroidet-y Aoss. 

stitch the strap to the bag through the holes. Repeat 

for the 0th.er 3 strap ends, being careful not to tv. ist 

the lacing when attaching the opposite ends. 



This project was inspired by a photo of m:y 11 usband carrying a 
bag of minidonu.ts and standing in a field of marigolds (who doesn't 

do this?) at a local Jann. where the rows of flowers, fi-uits, and vegetables 
stretch toward the sii nset. We w~re there in late summer, when the 

wealth of petals a11d produce is a feast for the eyes. I created this small 
quilted frame to mimic that co/01ful bounty. The strips of fabric that 

surround the center photo represent the fiirrowed rows in aU their 
blooming glmy. The guy in tlie picture is pretty cute, too. 

r.- ' ' • t 12" yd j1.Gm) of Jw Clear plastic ruler 

One photo. si?.~d at 5 't•" x) 112" ( 14cm 

x 14cm) and 200 dpi 
(2.5cm) double.fold binding Tape maker, x" (2.5cm) size 

Embroidery floss _ One 14" :x 14" 

I One8 1 ~"xn• 

(21.5crn x 28cm) sheet ofink·jet 

printer- ready white fabric 
Forty·eighl r 1 J." x 4" 

(3.8cm x 1ocm) pieces of assorted 
cotton prints 

(35-)an x 3s-5cm) piece of cotton print r- t I '\ 

One 14" x 14" (35.5cm 
x 3;;cm) piece ofTuntex 

121i" x12. 1 :w lJ1.5cm x 3i.5cm) 
a LL'l • L.1 

Rota!)' cutter 

Self.healing cutting mat 

11-1 " (6mm). unless otherwise 

indicated 

. To make the photo patch. print the photo onto 

the ink.jet printer-read> fabric. following the 

directions in Transferring Photos to Fa bric (page 

133). There is a 1/2" (13mm) seam allowance built 

into this square. so center your subject accorclingly. 

Cut out the photo around the printed area. 

To make one side of the frame. \\~th the right 

sides of 2 strips together, stitch them along the 

long edges. Jojn the other rr strips in the same 

way. Press seams open. Repeat the process for the 

remaining 3 sides of the frame. Lay the 4 sides, 

tight side up, in a square uframe" shape. Cut the 

end of each side al a 45.degree angle (pointing 

toward the center). Stitch the 4 pieces of the frame 

together at the angled ends, stopping• /2" (13mm) 

short of the inner edge. Fold the intler edges of the 

4 frame sides under and press. 

Center the photo within the square of the frame, 

right side up. Pin the frame in place, and slip stitch 

the frame to the photo patch. keeping the photo 

taut and the edges of the seam allowances of the 

frame aligned with the edges of the photo patch 

(on Lhe back side of the pie<;e}. 

Lay the backing piece right side down. Lay the 

Timtex piece on top of the backing piece, and the 

frame piece, right side up, on top of the Timtex. 

The bottom layers are a bit larger than the frame 

piece so that ifs easier to keep all layers lined up 

when stitching. Pin around aJI the edges of the 

piece. and baste through all layers 114" (6mm) from 

the edge. Stitch in the ditch around several of the 

strips to create a more textured look, if yoi1 wish. 

Trim the edges of the Timtex and the backing piece 

even \\ith the frame piece. 



Follo'-"ing directions in General Sewing 

Techniques (page 125), prepaie and apply the 

binding around the edge of the frame. 

To make the stitches by which the piece will 

hang. using 2 strands of embroidery floss , make a 

knotless. start (see Hand-Se\\oing [page 1301) on the 

back of the piece in an upper corner. securing the 

thread to the Timtex and backing only (don't sew 

through to the front layer of the frame). Make a 'J2" 

(i3mm) stitch. running the needle back under the 

Timtex and backing only and coming up where you 

started . .Repeat the •12" {t3rnm) stitch and fasten 

off. burying the tails (see Hand-Sewing (page 1301) 

under the backing and snipping off the ends. 

Repeat for the opposite upper comer. 

r 



- -
HOW I TAKE PICTURES 

The nice thing about fol\ing a blog is that J 
find I look al things so differenlly. That's no 
metaphor-£ mean it quite literally. l look at 
the back patio table, and I see it as a photo 
opportunity. I look at the ingredients for dinner, 
and I see a still life of prett} jars and baby leeks. 
I look at the pi11ows on the bed. and I see a 

collage of calicos J "a..nt to photograph. 
The onl\ reason l started taking photos of 

random tuff was because I got a digital camera 

that I foved. ft was a Canon Power Shot A8o. [ 

loved the wa) it made everything look. It seemed 

like a magic box that could make even the most 
average scene sparkle and glow. I'd never been 

good at taJcng pictures before. I'd always ~C1\.Ued 
it was something I just couldn't do. But Little 
"Vliss A8o was so good at making everything look 
pretty, whether or not her operator knew how to 
work the knobs and buttons. If you don't know 
much about photography. and \ 'OU don't have 

much money to spend, and you don't alread}1 

have a c.amera you love. I would just march 

down to the camera store and gel this camera. 
Mine actuall}' changed m) life. and J mean that 

qwte literally, too. 
Because if) OU start taking photo. or everydar 

life. you v. ill -tart looking al everyday life 
differently. I think it just happens· you don't 
have to h)'. Through the viewfinder. 1 sta.rted 
looking around at m) life and realized it looked 

pretty dam good, actually. Some days. in spite of 

the ubiqwtous stacks of dirt} clishes and piles 
of mail, it e\•en looked b~autiful. And 1 realized 

that not onl}• did 1t look that way. it was that way. 
l had not noticed. not to such an extent. before 

it ill started showing up, da~ after da). in my 
little camera. The evidence of hov. we ·ve been 

blessed-"itb famil>'· food, pets, a roof over 
our beads, warm blankets on our beds-is in 
a thousand photos 1 \•e taken over the past fe\v 

years. The pixels say it is so. Yours will. too. You 
need only pkk up the camera and start pressing 
the shutter. 

Nevertheless. as fabulous as most dig1LaJ 
cameras are at helping 11s regular people take 
great pictures , there are a few things to kno'\\ 

that wiU help make the photos you take refiecJ 

the world you see {and sometimes show you 

what you missed). 
First. and most importantly. take lots of 

pictures. Lots and lots. Bring your camera 
with you everywhere. and brandish illiberally. 
Even the pros will cell you thal some of the best 
shots come when you least expect them. after a 

hundred frames ha'e alread) been talcen and the 
session is thought to be over. You never know 
when that tmly remarkable photo will allow itself 

to be captured, and the more you take, U1c better 
chance you have at getting it.. The photo at nght 

\\·as one of dozens taken during our new puppr's 
first walk. I l was a spht i;econd that captured that 
e.>.~ricnce for her (skepllcal but determined) , 

and for us (encouraging but trying not to laugh) 
and it was a total surprise to see it there. Most 
of the photos we took of that walk came out 
blurry since she was mo\ing around like crazy, 
but you just never know when you'll get one 
tl1at's wonderful, and J'm so glad we have this 

now. Every time I look at 1t 1 start giggling. (She 
was \valking like a pro not fr.·e minutes later, by 
the ·way, but Lhat•s why they call them "fleeting 
moments." You only get that one chance.) 

Second, when taking photos of still lifes, tl1e 

most important thing you can do to ensure a good.
quality image is use a tripod. This sounds fanc-y. 
I know. but really. there is absolutely no substitute 
for it if you are trying Lo get that beautiful, crisp 
focus that makes your images sparkle. A tripod 
is inexpensive and easy to use once you get used 
to it I'd be lost without mine. and cir.Jg it all 



place when I want to get good shots in low 

o. things that don' t move. 

::d learn a little about your photo editing 
You'll want to get comfortable with 

_..---...-..... _ and saving your photos, resizing 
r iiie\\ing either on screen or on 

1rr fabric), and cropping to enhance the 
ti n. Tools like the "sharpeningM £lter 

balance settings can be simple to learn 

~ent \.vi.th-don't be intimidated by 
-·=-=' ..,.nal jargon or the incredible power of 

-rograms. You really only need to do a 

fth!ngs to see a remarkable difference. 
, = d online tutorials, along \vi.th your 

• user manual, are rich with information 

and assistance. Some of my favorites are listed in 

the Resources sect:ioo on page 143. 
Lastly, throw all the technical stuff out the 

window and just have fun. It's not about getting 
the perfect shot. Pretend you are a photographer 
who knows what she's doing. Take pictures 
of everyone you can, whenever they'11 lel you. 
Point your camera at the flowers in your window 

boxes, the kids brushing theiI teeth, the puppies 
lea.rrung to heel. and all the cups and saucers 
you can find. Then see what surprises show 

up on film. Don't forget to point it at yourseJf. 

sometimes, too. Smile pretty, a:nd say cheese. 

You're beautiful. 
That one you knew. 



Let's say your favorite sweater were accid.entally thrown in. tlte laundry pile. 
Then let's say it accidentally landed 1'11 t11e washer and dryer. Then. let's say 
yoi1r husband felt really bad about it. Then, of course. we'd have to say you 
couldr{t get too mad because he was doing the laundry in the first place. But 

what to do with a once-beloved, now thick a11d tiny, felted sweater? 

Make a handbag, of course! You dc11'1 have to 1rnve a laund1y-room accident 
for this to be a great project, though. Any old, beloved wool pullover can be 
felted on purpose and stitched into a bag, allowing you to recycle well-worn 
sweaters into cool totes whenever yo1,i. have a few yoL1 can:t bear to part wilh. 

Two sweaters in complementary 
colors or patterns: One to felt and 

cut into two 13' x u • (33cm x 28cm) 

pieces for bag front and back and one 

lo felt and cut into one 9" x 6" (23cm 

x 15cm) piece for bag pocket 

1\vo 13 x u ' (ncm x 
28cm) pieces of cotton print 

Two 9• x 6 ' (23cm 

x i5cm) pieces of cotton prinl 
I l\vo 24" (610n) 

fongths of •14 '' . (6mrn·) wide leather 
lacing 

•116" (unm) hole punch 

Pearl cotton #5 

Dressmaker's chalk 

To felt the sweaters, follow the instructions in 

General Sewing Techniques (page r25) . 

Two vintage buttons 

r• 
1211.2" x 103/.4' (pcm x 27cm1 

::) 

t14 '' (Gmrn), unless othen .. ise 

To trim the felted sweater into bag-sized pieces, 

lay it flat, with the ribbing toward the top (do not 

stretch the ribbing across the Long edge). Cut 

straight across the sweater horizon tall) through 

both layers to make the bottom edges of the pieces. 

then measure and cut the sides. To make the bag 

front pocket piece. cut it from anywhere on the 

second sweater. Add curves to the bottom corners 

of the pocket by tracing the curve of a large button 

on the p<>ci<N piece and ct1tting smoothly along 

that line. Repeat this process to cut and shape the 2 

lining pocket pieces. 

To roake the lining pocket, with right sides 

together, stitch the 2 lining pocket pieces arotmd 

the entire edge. leaving a 4" (rocm) opening in th 

l>ottom seam through which to turn the pocket. 

Clip the cw·ves. turn the pocket right side out. an 

press . turning under the edges of the opening. Pln 



the pocket in the center of the right side of one bag 

lining piece. Stitch aroW1d the sides and bottom 

of the pocket. leaving the top edge open and 

backstitching al each corner. 

To make the lining, with right sides together, 

stitch down the side edges and across the bottom 

of the lining pieces. Stitch across the bottom 

corners about c" (2.5cm) from the edge to crea~ 

a square bottom (see General Sewing Techniques 

fpage r25]). Leaving the lining wrong side out. nun 

under the top edge •12' jr3mm)1 and press. Turn 

the lining right side out, and set ii aside. 

To make the bag front pocket. using the pearl 

cotton, blanket stitch across the top edge of the 

pocket and fasten off. Stitch the buttons to Lhe 

packet (see photo) with regular thread. Pin the 

pocket to the center of the bag front piece, and 

baste. Attach tbe pocket to the bag front by blanket 

stitdung with pearl cotton around the side and 



bottom edges of the pocket. (See Hand·Sewina 0 

[page r3oj.) 

To make the bag, with right sides together, 

machine-sew down the side edges and ac.ross the 

bottom edge of the bag pieces. Stitch across the 

bottom corners about r" (2.5 cm) from the edge 

to create a square bottom (see General Se\\in.g 

Techniques !page r25j). Turn the bag right side 

out. Insert the lining into tbe bag with the wrong 

sides of the tining against the wrong sides of the 

bag, .and then Aip the bag so that the lining is on 

the outside. Pin Lhe bag and lining together around 

the top, matching the side seams and keeping the 

folded edge of the lining 1, 2 (13mm) below the 

top edge. Slip stitch the lining to the bag by band 

using regular thread, slightly gathering the sweater 

ribbing as needed to fit. (See Hand-Sewing [page 

130]}. Flip the bag again so that the linmg is now 

on the inside. 

With dressmaker's chaJk, mark the top edges of 

, !the bag 2 " (5cm) from each side seam on the front 

and the back of the bag. for the straps, pu11ch one 

hole in the leather lacing 114 " (6mm) from the end 

of the lacing and another hole 1 ' (1.5cm) from 
1 tlle end. Repeat on each end of the two lengths 

' of lacing. Lay the end of one strap at one of thr 

marks. I ' •4" (3cm) below the top of the bag. Using 

' the pearl cotton, stitch the strap to the bag, through 

the holes. Repeat for the other 3 strap ends. being 

carefuJ not to twist the lacing when attaching the 

opposite ends. (See Road-Tlip Tote Bag photo (page 

80! for guidance.) 



·--- ----- ----- ----------------- ------------- -- -------- ---- --- ---------, 

This brag-book cover has an app1iqued photo of my dog, Audrey, the loveliest. 
most photographed, and most bragged about member of o~u- little family. She 

passed away unexpectedly during the writing of this book, so this project, which 
was completed before she passed. has special significance for me. The- simple 

sweetness of this design seems poignant and perfect for her, even more sorrow. 

This little album .is so versatile you could make one for anyone, or for any 
occasion.. Consider creating one f or each child or pet and adding your 

favorite photos of th.em over time. It would be pe1fect as a family album 
of photos sen.t by lon.g-distance kids and grandkids, with tlie Jami/11 name 

stamped across the twill tape. I also like the idea of creating an album just for 
Christmas, say, or just for one person's birthdays, so that themed photos could 

contirtue to be added chronologica.lLy every year. 

-- --------- ---- ----------- -------------------- ----- ------ -----
MATERIALS 

One photo. sized at 3'' x 2." (7.5cm x 
5cm) and 200 dpi 

Purchased photo album, any size 

for tl1e oubide ol I.he c;o, er. One 

piece of Linen the height of your 
album plus i •14' {~cm) x the width of 

your album (front cover + l>ack cover 
• spine) plus r • 1i ' (3cm1 
For the Hal"': Two pieces of linen the 
height of your album plus 1" (2.5cm) 

x 5" (12.;an) 

For the lining; One piece cotton print. 

! • 
1 cul lo the same size as the outside 

cover piece 
For the lnm: Enough •·2"· (r3mm·) 

wide rickrack to go around all the 

edges of the cover. depending on how 
1 big your album is 

For Lhe phol<J pe111 h: One 8 • · ~ " >.: 

1 
n '' l21.5cm .x .2.8cut) piec.c of colto11 

mushn 

l or lht> name1ag: 18 " (45.5011) 1/ .. " · 

(13mm -) '"i de t\,iJl tape 
1 for the Iii: ... : Two io" (25.5cm) lengths 

of 11~"· fI3mm·j wide ribbon 

One 8 11111 x u " (21.;cm x 28cm) piece 

of foll-sheet sticker paper 
Rotary cutter 

Self-healing cutting mat 
Clear plastic ruler 
Alphabet rubber stamps 
Permanent-ink stamp pad in a 

contrasting color 

Embroidery floss in the same 

contrasting color 

4" (locm) embroidery hoop 
Bubble-jet setter 

SEAM ALLOWANCE 

1 ~ (t3mm), unless otherwise noted 

: . To create your photo patch. treat the muslin 

piece and the twill tape (though you'll use that 

later) with the bubble-jet setter (see Transferring 

Photos to Fabric (page 133]). When the muslin is 

dry. smooth the sticker paper to the wrong side of 

the fabric. On your computer. size your photo to 

about 3" (7.;cm) wide x 2" (5c.m) high, and print it 
onto the center of your muslin piece. Peel off the 

sticker paper and heat-set the ink with a warm iron. 

Using 3 strands of embroidery floss . embroider 

, the edges of the image with nmning stitches (see 

Hand-Sewing (page 13oj.) Tri m the photo lea\ing a 

1
11 (2.5cml border of muslin around the edge. 

1 2 Press under '/21 (13mm) on all edges of your 

1 photo patch. To find the center of the front of the 

book cover, first find the center of the front of 

your album: Measure the width of your album 

l'Of\ 1'Vf.RY tll\Y 

- --- ~ --------- -- -------- --- - ------ - ----- - - --- - -- -- --------- --------- -J 



r-------- - ------ ----~-- - M - -d - --- - ~ - --~ - -~- -- - -------------------------

and divide that by 2; measure the height of yow 

album and divide that measuremen1bv2. Add , 
112" (13mm) to each of these 2 measureme.nts. 

The center poi11t of the front of lhe cover lies at 

the intersection of these height ~n<l width axes 

as measured from the bottom right corner of the 

cover front piece. Using a dear ruler to help yo1.l, 

center your photo over the center point and slip 

stitch jt to the cover by hand (see Hand-Sewing 

[page 130D. 

3 To make the name tag. stamp letters omo 

the twill tape, using the alphabet stamps and 

permanent ink. (First practice on extra twill tape 

until you get a good rendering.) Cut and tack 

the name tag under the photo with ~ strands of 

embroidery floss. 

4. For each cover Aap, press in 114 " (6mm) on one 

long edge twice and stitch close to the fold. Set the 

flaps: aside. 

5. Pin the rickrack trim around the outside edge 

of the outside cover piece, folding the rickrack 

downward (making a right angle} at each comer 

1 aud keeping the center of the trim on the seam 

line, 11~ ·· (13mm) from the edge. Baste the rickrack 

to the cover using; •14" (6mm) seam. 

6. For the ties, lay the outside cover piece facing 

up on a flat surface. Center the ribbon wi_th the 

1 long ends lying loose toward the center of the cover 

S'Tll'C*E 1!111.J!: 

~--- - ------------------------------ - ----------- -- -- - - - -------------- --



---- - --------- ----------- ----------- ----- ------------- ---- --------- - --~ 

and baste. With the raw edges even place the flaps 

on either end of cover. right side down. Place the 

lining. right side down. on top of the stack (see 

photo}. Pin the 2 long edges of the stack and stitch 

down ea.ch edge using a 1r1" {13111m) seam. 

7 Turn the cover inside out so that the outside 
piece is on one side and the lining and the flaps are 

on the other. Press the long edges Aat. Flip the :flap 

around so that its right side faces the right side of 

the outside cover piece. Pin the short edges of the 

outside piece, flap. and lining. catching the ribbon. 

and stitch down the edge. using a 11.i" (1:3mm) 

seam. Repeat for the other end of cover. 

-- --------

a. Trim the comers. Tum the book cover right side 

out, and press. 

-------------- ------ ----------- --------- ---------- -------------- ----· 
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PART THREE· 

FOR 
S ECIAL OCCASlONS 

From all my waxing profoundly about Sweatpants Tuesdays, 
you might think I dontt liave a closet full of glad rags. But I do. 

Special occasions roU around just often enough for me to get very 
dressed up, and very excited. I love special events because they 
often bring everyone together~ in our nicest clothes, at a fancy 
location, and on our best behavior (or, at least, with our best 

intentions) . Getting people together in one place. and tin1e can 
be nothing short of a miracle these days; with fa1nilies living far 
apart and schedules overloaded, time together feels precious and, 
often, far too rare. As I get older, I realize what my older relatives 

have known all along-that special occasions are distinct and 
completely unrepeatable moments. 



Because spectal e>cea.Slons .ue spec.al b y 

virtue of their not belllg e;reryday events, 

they tend to create a cettain amount of stress. 

especially tor the organizen•. As much as we 

want to relruc en)Oy, and cele.brate the event 

and each other, there are inevitable details 

that must be anended to While runrung (01 

r~vering from) the marathon of preparations 

that weddings, holidays. and other big parties 

reqwre it can be a blessmg just to slt for a few 

hours. nothmg m your hand but a needle. Here, 

on the sofa or in the sewmg room. the Moh1us 

smp of your mind con untwist, stiaighten. and 

smooth Itself es the stitches acid up. 

Before I was even engaged to be married, 

l knaw l would sew my own wedding dress 

When the time came l was a student and he 

was a clishwasber/ geologisl and we lived, then, 

in the mountains of western Montana Far from 

my sewmg~111cllned fnends, I had co pm and fit 

the bodice on mys-elf in the mirror I made the 

dress in our tmy srud10 apartment. my sewing 

machtne on the b1eakfast table (the only table). 

my cat next to me on the sofa watching as I 

wearil~· contemplated the seven yards of 'i4 • 

ribbon tbat needed t.o be hand-stitched to the 

billowing organza hem oJ the skirt I thought 

that would be the worst part, coaung at tbe 

very end as tt did when I was so tlred and 

ready to be done not onJy with th.a dress hut 

with the whole wedchng. 

How could 1 have known that attaching that 

shim.mering strip of ribbon would tum out to 

be one of the best parts7 The wPdding day 

itself months later was. as so many people had 

warned. kmd of a blur But those quiet Sunday 

afternoons I spent sutchmg the hem of the 

eaoimou- v. hi;e pou! oI m}' dress, yard aft;:r 

yard of silk ribbon spilling to the fioor by my 

side, the sun setting m a haze o! pmk have 

stayed with me Because as T stitched I thought 

about Andy Andy le.ugb.icg il1 the truck as we 

drove through the mount.a:iru Andy bnnging 

a coUection of enormous (end. to my eye, very 

pla.m-lookmg) rocks with him when he came 

to live with me m Montana Andy rolling out a 

new blue bicycle 11s e. gilt (or me. Andy looking 

bewildered Im.med ately a.her our first kin years 

oofore and saymg. su:nply, "Wow." 

When I look at the dress now those things 

a.-e what J see When I'm sewing for Gpecial 

occasions-birthdays. holldays weddings, and 

other remarkable days--it·s l.DlposSl.ble for me 

not to slow down. remember people, and think 

about how things have changed-and how 

much has stayed the same. 

Of course, special·occa.s10n sewing is 

not hmited to stitching your own enormous 

handmade weddiog dress There a.re much 

easier ways to commemorate weddings, or 

any speClal occas1on SewinSl for special days 

needn t be daunting or di.fficult. Don't ihin.k 

you must only attempt perfeetly executed 

he.irlooms The requirements for these pro1ecLS 

range fiom sunple cutting and hand-sewing, 

as on the Weddmg Reheatsal Corsage, to the 

stTaJghlforward b\lt time consummg. like the 

Nutcracker Doll and the Wedchng Guestbook 

Wall Hanging Most of them require more 

patience than skill. sol hope you will allow 

yourself a few quiet bouts co sit ~till, smch, and 

reflect on everyone and evecythmg that bas led 

up to tht'I special day you 'ie sewing for. 
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This festive batmer is so sweet, and 
you cc:m hang ii up every yea.r on 
that special day. Tf you use new 
fabrics for the banne1~ it will be 

fun to see how the fabrics become 
dated over the years, marking the 

placB in time when you chose them. 
The project will take yoii. a while to 
complete, but it's a keeper. Take a 

picture of its recipient smiling under 
it every year, as the candles add up. 

Birthday Banner template 

(page 1p) 

L ' '1> Fifteen pairs 

(for HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
and spaces) plus one 

pair for each Letter of the 
person's name 6" x 6 · 

(I)Cm x 15cm) pieces cut 

Masking tape 

Dressmaker's chalk 
Freezer paper 
Small scissors, or X-acto 

kmfe and self-healing 
cutting mat 

Fabric paint 

Small paintbrush 

Scilloped or zigzag 
from assorted cotton prints pinking shears 

c1 1 1 'J r Abouq. )1d 1' IN I~ ~ D !. I~ 

(2.75m} of 1" (2.5cm) 10;" (267cm) for banner 
purchased double-fold shO\VTI 

binding, depending on 

length of person's name 



Arrange your fabric pieces in a pleasing order. 

Each scalloped piece will need 2 pieces--0ne for 

the front and one for the back. On small pieces of 

ma king tape. write each letter. including spaces. 

that you will need lo spell out your message. Stick 

each letter or space to the top piece of each pair of 

fabrics to identify which letter goes on which piece. 

Set the pieces aside. 

To make the stencils, use your computer to 

print out your message-HAPPY BIRTHDAY 

[NAME]- in a font that is easy to read and to 

cut out, sized to about t 1/i" (3.8cm) high (I 

used Georgia at 250-point size). Following the 

instructions in Freezer-Paper Stenciling (page r39) , 

prepare a stencil for each letter. 

Using dressmaker's chalk (not a fabric marker. 

since you will be ironing these scallops before you 

cut them out. and you don't want to risk making 

the ink permanent by heat-setting it), trace the 

Scallop template onto the top piece of each pair of 

fabrics. Following instructions in freezer-Paper 

Stenciling (page 139), iron each letter stencil to its 

scallop. centering it horizontally and toward the 

bottom of each scallop. lhen paint. Use 2 coats of 

paint if you need to. 

When the paint is dry, peel ead1 stencil oi: • 

scallop and heat-set the fabric paint. TI1en p..:;.ce 

the scallop piece on another square of the a 

fabric, wrong sides together. Machine-Se\' arnn=~. 

the entire scallop on the chalk outline. Cut .,,. 

the curved part of each scallop, using pilikm~ 

shears and trimming close to the stitch line. t:se 
regu1ar sdssors to trim 11&" (3mm) above the 

stitching across the top of the scaUop. Repea;; 

each scallop, including U1e ones containing S:

(which you've left blank) . 

Press the center fold of the binding open d 

the entire length of the tape. Lay the tape ou: on 

the Roor. right side down. Leaving an 18' (4)-"a::; 

length of the tape at the front end (this ..... 111 tum 

into a loop for hanging). lay the scallops. righ 

sides up and with the tops e\'en with the center 



along the length of the tape. spelling out the 

--= ... --......:e. To make the banner shorter, overlap the 

~; to mal<e it longet. spread them oul (adjust 

~g:th of the ends left to use as hanging loops 
.:mortt·mgh ). Cut the tape, leaving an 18" (45.5c.m) 

11 at the end. 

d the C\tt ends of the tape in i 12 '' (13mm) to 

- th:?m. then fold the et1tire length of the tape 

O't.:r the tops of the scallops. Pin the tape 

the entire banner. securing all layers of tape 

sallop pieces. Stitch down the short edge of 

tipe, then down the entire length. and up the 

edge at 1.he opposite end of banner .. Fold over 

;on) on each end, and tack with a few stitches 

~ .... ....-.. .... a 3 (7.5cm) loop at each end for banging. 



My husband's family is Swedish, and I love the tradition of red-cm.d-white 
heart decorations £11 Swedish culture, especially popular at Cn ristm.astime. 
This pretty, personalized garland, made of soft stenciled-and·embroidered 

hearts, looks darling hung across a child's headboard every holiday season, 
like a dream of peppermint. Yo~1 could even lecive it up a.ll year 'round, 

and through December hang tiny, purchased socks from small clips between 
the hearts to fill with bedtime treats-little dolls or animals, tiny books, 

or love notes wishing your little one sweet dreams. 

MATERIALS 

Peppermint-Heart Garland templa.te 

{page t53) 

For heart . Nine pairs of 6' x 6" 

(15on x i5cm) pieces of cotton fabric 

in assorted calicos, solids, and stripes 

For h<!ar1 hangc-r<;, Nlne 8" (20.5cm) 

lengths of 1 i:"· (13mm-) wide twill 

tape 

For garland: 1 r/z yd (qm) of l /4"· 

(l7JTU11·1 wide ribbon. or length 
needed to string bet\veen bedposts 

Freezer paper 

Small scissors. or X·acto knife and 

self-healing cutting mat 

Fabric paint 

Small paintbrush 
Embroidery floss 

Polyester or wool .fiberfill 

FINISHED SJZE 

5c" (r3oon), for garland sho\\n 

SEAM ALLOWANCE 

114 " (6 mm), unless otherwise 

1 Trace the Heart template onto one wrong side 

of each pair of fabnc pieces and cut out all 18 heart 

pieces. 

size). follo.,.ving the instructions in freezer- Paper 

Stenciling (page 139). prepare a stencil for each 

letter. Stena} eacb letter onto the right side of the 

right side of the front fabric piece of each heart p.r 

and heat set. 
2. To make the stencils. use your computer to print 

out the letters of your child's name in a font that 

is easy to read and to cut out, sized to about l L/ 2" 

(J.8cm) high (l used Send Flowers, at 400-point 

,.) I I llrUll~ 

~ ·'·l'/J ,,,,,, 

3 To make the heart hangers, lay two heart pieces 

together. right sides facing. Fold one twill tape 

hanger in half. and lay it between the front and 

STITCHED i:; TUIE 



back pieces of the heart with the loop hanging 

down toward the heart point and the raw edges 

even with the top of the heart pieces. Pin around 

the heart, and stitch (catching the raw edges of 

the hanger in the seam). Leaving a. I 111" (3.8cm) 

opening on one side of the heart. Clip the seam 

curves and point (see General Sev.ing Techniques 

lpage i25]). Turn the heart right side out, and press. 

1 4 . S tuH the heart lightly with fiberfill or wool 

batting. Whipstitch the opening closed. Using 

3 strands of embroidery floss and a rUliuing stitch, 

outline the heart 1/8" (3mm) from the edge. Hide 

the taHs of the floss in the body of the heart. (See 

Hand-Sewing [page 130].) 

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for the remaining hearts. 

6. To string the hearts on the ribbon, run the 

ribbon through the hangers. placing the center 

letter of the child's name halfway along the Lengtb 

of the ribbon. Space the hearts evenly and pia 

each one in place. Using J strands of embroidery 

floss. tack each hanger to the ribbon with an 

embroidered X. To make a 2" (scm) loop at each 

end of the ribbon for hanging. fold under the ends 

of the ribbon r11" (13mm), then fold over 4" (1ocm) 

on each end, and tack with a few stitches. 





We got dressed up and took our niece to see The utcracker last winter. 
It was her.first time at the ballet in the big auditorium downtown and, 

sittii-ig 1iext to her i11 the dark, watching s1iowjlakes cmd sugarplunts and 
sparkly tutus, lfell in love wir.11 Clara, the mai11 character, all over again. 
To commemorate that winter afternoon, I made my niece a Clara-inspired 

doll and presented it to her at Christinas. This basic doll is so easy to adapt
cha11ge gender, hair color, eye color, skin col01~ and clothing to look like a 

special character, relative, or friend in your child's life. 

Nurcracker Doll template (page r54J 
Two 6 " x 6' (15cmx r5cm) 

pieces of skin-colored cotton 

Two 3 •1-t" x n '' (8.5on x 

28.cm) pieces of skin-colored cotton 

Two }314" x ;J/8' (9.5cm 
x JJ.)Cm) pieces of cotton prinr 

Two 231&" x 6•11• {6cm 

x 16.5an) pieces of cotton print in the 
same fa bric as the bodice 

Two 1J18" x r'' (6cm 

x 2.5cm) pieces of skin-colored 

cotton 

I) yd (uim) of worsted

weigh t wool >•arn 
1 .3 yd (30.5cm) of 

7mm-wide silk embroidery ribbon 

1 (ribbon A) 

One !2." x 20" (30.;cm x 
510n) piece of cotton print 

z. 3 yd t6rcm) of eyelet 

trim (to go around bottom of s:kirt) 

~13 yd (Gmn) of 

4111m-wide silk embroidery ribbon 

(ribbon B) 

Embroidery floss in several dilTerent 

colors for eyes. nose, and mouth 
4' (Tocm) embroidery hoop 

. . . .. . . . . . .. . ... 
·• . . . 

Red ink stamp pad 

Small paintbrush 

Polyester .5be-rfill or wool batting 
Toy·stuffing tQol or hemostat 

Heavyweight thread ro match skin 

color 
Big sharp needle (yarn darner) 

Small pieces of colored felt, or 

purchased paper or sequin flower 
Fabric glue 

18" (45.5on) tall 

't .. i" (6mm). ttn1ess othemise noted 

: 'II • • • ·- - • • · .. · . ' . . . . . ... ····· . . ,. • '' 

.. .. To embroider the doll's face. trace the front of 

the doll's head (using the Head template) onto the 

right side o[ one piece of the head fabric. Transfer 

the face markings to the fabric using one of the 

transfer methods discussed in Embroidery (page 

134). Cut out the face, leaving several inches (about 

8cm) of fabric around the traced lines so that 

t • .. · ; .. .. .. .__ . . . .. . . . .. . .... · .. : .. ·; · . . 
.. ·. . · .. · ·. ·. ·" .. ' : . . . . . . 
• 

you can center the face in the embroidery hoop. 

Embroider the facial features using 2 strands of 

embroidery fioss: Satil1 stitch the eyes and lips. and 

backstitch the nose. With a small paintbrush. dab a 

bit of red ink from the stamp pad onto the cheeks. 

- - - - ., 



~---------------------------------------------------------------------

When you're finished making the face, remove 

the embroidery hoop and cut out the front of the 

head along the traced lines. Trace the head onto the 1 

other fabric piece and cut out for the back. 

With the rigbt sides together, machjne-sew the 

hand pieces to the ends of the sleeve pieces, and 

the head pieces to the tops of the- bodice pieces. 

Fold the sleeve/hand piece lengthwise with right 

sides together and stitch the long edge. leaving 

the top of the slee,•e and the bottom of the hand 

open for stuffing. Repeat for the second ann. Puf 

the tight sides of the bead/ bodice pieces together 

and stitch around the edges of the sides and head, 

leaving the bottom open for stuffing. Fold the leg 

piece lengthwise with right sides together and 

stitch the long edge, lea\~ng the top of the leg and 

the bottom of the foot open for stuffing. Repeal for 

the second leg. 

'3 Trim the seams slightly and dip all curves. Turn 

the pieces right side out. and stuff them jsee Tip 

on next page). Tum under the edges of the top arm 

and leg openings and hand-stitch the openings 

dosed. Sew .a line of running stitches around 

the bottom edge of the hands and feet, and pull 

gathers tight to close, tucking the seam allowance 

in .and securing with a knot to finish. Bury the 

end of the thread in the limb of the doll . for each 

limb. Whipstitch each arm securely to the body 

with a heavyweight thread. Insert the top of the leg 

into the bodice, folding in the edges of the bodice 

around the leg and whipstitching to secure. Repeat 

for the other leg. 

1 . To make the hair, thread a big. sharp needle 

1 (a yarn darner, size 14 or r6 , works well [see 

: Resources, page i43)) "'ith an 18 11 j45.5cm) strand 

of yarn. On one side of the head, stitch the hair 
1 from her "part" (at the top of the head) to her ear 

' (on the seam), across the forehead. Fomowing the 

hairline, continue stitching across the front and 
1 top of the head. Repeat for the other side of the 

' hair, and then repeat for both sides ofthe back, 
1 going in with the needle along a "part" back down 

the center. When your yarn is getting short. hide 

the end within the head to finish: Just clip the 
1 yarn close to the fabric and push it in. To make the 

1 braids, thread the needle with a 1211 (Jo.5cm) strand 

, ofyarn. Sew the strand under and back out at the 

ear, so ea.ch half of the length of the yam hangs on 
each side of I.he uear." Repeat twic~; you will have 6 

strands, 3 on each side. With 3 clumps of 2 strands 

each, braid the hair, fastening the end tightly with a 

' bow of ribbon A. 

':... To make the skirt, sew the short sides of the 

skirt piece together, right sides facing each other, 



=mmg a loop. Press under a bem on each long 

_ ~ o!' the loop. Fold the loop in balflengthwise 

_ v.'TOng sides together and press the fold . 

• the raw edge of che trim bet;\veen the folded 

as or the skirt hem~ pin and machine-sew 

d using heavyweight thread. run a row of 

_ basting stitches by hand aroWld the waistline 

me skirt (the folded edge) about 1/4" (6mm) 

"" the fold, starting and ending at the seam of 
loop (the seam will be the back of the skirt). 

the kirt on the doll and pull up the gathers 
L'.se the tails of the gathering thread to tack 

~:mt to the bodice with a few stitches. Bury the 

in the bodice of the doU. and trim the ends. 

ribbon B around ber waist, making a bow in 

front. 

C!It small Bowers out offelt and tack them \\ith 

C2!! stitches to the doll's head for decoration iJ the 

will be played with a lot, or glue a purchased 

or sequined flower if she's more the "sit and 

_________________ , 



r----------

Christmas stockings are one of those thin.gs that bling back memories 
every time you pull them out of the box. Even though you can't pack as 

rn uch into them, I prefer the ones that look like they just slipped off 
someone's foot-yoLr rea.ll}' have to dig deep to pull out the smallest 

treasures stuffed into the toe. These inon.ogrammed beauties combirie rustic 
wools with homey details like buttons, blanket stitches, and calicosfor a 
hodgepodge of Dickensiari charm, pe1fect for a traditional or whimsical 

Christmas mantel, and sure to be used year after year . 

t.• AT E R l A.LS .. r ti , ,, t 1 I J" '1 One 4 11 x 6 " Tape-maker. 1" (i.5cm~ size 
Embroidery Aoss to contrast with felt 

co1or 

Monogrammed Stccking template 

(page 1)5) 
ro tl11

• -.1ocki 1;: s,s yd (57cm} of 

plaid woven wool, an}' \\•idtl1 

(IOon x 15cm) piece of wool fel t 

Small (about ••2" I r3mm]) , Aat buttons 

in assorted colors Dressmaker's carbon paper 

H J<W£':) ST : c r II P lw I L ·1~- Two 6" 
1-i I ... 1 I i'11 · zll yd (6ron) of 
lightweight fusible stabilizer 

x 6" (15cm x 15cm) pieces of cotton 
print 

About 1&'' (45.5c:m) Jong x r2" (30.5) 

wide 
Io h 111111.; r ' ' >'d (30.5crn) of 45"· 
(1r4rm·l wide cotton print 

' II ~ p I i t nc .!< 2n yd 

(Gran) 111 (2.5cm) double-fold binding •1-1" {6mm). unless otherwise noted 

Enlarge the Stocking template to the percentage 

specified. Place the template right side up on the 

wool fabrk, aligning grain as desired. Trace and cut 

2 stocking pieces. 2 stabiHze.r pieces, and 2 lining 

pieces (lining fabric does not have to be cut on the 

bias). Following the manufacturer's instructions, 

iron the stabilizer pieces onto tbe wrong sides of 

the stocking pieces. Set aside. 

To make the monogram patch, use your 

cont\)uter to \)tint out a simp\e letter sh:ed lo about 

1ii" ~"teem' \a\l ~\ usec\ Po..U-<3.a\e r\one a\ "i~c-90\n.t 

size). Trace the letter onto the felt patch using 

dressmaker's carbon pa.per (see Embroidery [page 

134 ]). Stitch small buttons along the outline of the 

Jetter. Place the patch on the front of the stocking 

about 2 " (5cm) below the top. Blanket stitch 1he 

patcb to the stoc.king front. using 3 strands of 

embroidery floss (see Hand-Sewing [page r30)}. 

... To make the toe and heel patches. cut z toe 

pieces and 2 heel pieces and baste each patch to 

the stocking around all edges. Decoratt~ the inside 

curves of tbe patches using 3 strands of embroidery 

floss and a blanket stitch. Place rthe fron1 and back 

stocking pieces r ight sides together, and stitch 

around the stocking, leaving the top open and 

catc.hin~ the toe and heel Qatches stnoot.hly \n the 

seam.. C\\"Q the. c:.ut'le.':. , and. tum th~ stoc.kmi i:\ih.t 

side out. Remove basting stitches on the toe and 

heel patches. 

To make the lining, put ihe right sides of the 

2 lining pieces together and stitch around the 





r - - -

stocking lining. leaving the top open. Trim the 

seam to 118" (3nun) . Leaving the wtong side out. 

insert the lining into the stocking. matching the 

top edge evenly. Baste around the top. 

To make the binding. see Genera] Sewing 

Techniques (page 125). To make the stocking 

hanger (loop). cut a 7'' (18an) length of the tape 

and fold in halflengthwise. Edge stitch down each 

long edge, and set the hanger aside. Attach the 

binding to the top of the stocking (see General 

Sewing Techniques [page u5]), folding the hanger 

in half and slipping the ends under the binding at 

the side seam before machine-sewing. 



ALL THE PRETTY LITTLE THINGS 
~ 

J have a weakness for vintage sewing notions 

and fablic the way other girls love d1.ocolate. I'll 

take a box of old buttons over a dozen truffies 

any day. 
lf you are lucky enough to have inherited 

a stash of fabric, a bag of lrims, or a sewing 

box of ribbons from someone who learned to 

sew long ago, consider yourself the envy of tbe 

rest of us. Lf you're one of those sewers who 

gnash their teeth when they see pretty vintage 

treastues in books and magatlnes but have no 

idea where one would find such supplies. you' re 

in luck. Because here's the weird thing: ln my 

experience, when it comes to these one-of-a-kind 
seemingly hard-to-find bits and baubles, you 

need only ask in order to Ieceive. 

For years, I bad only lhe smallest, most 

precious-to-me litUe collection of .,,fotage 

velvet strawberries. plastic buttons from the 

'6os, and robin's-egg-blue ricback. I hoarded 

it compulsively. r haunted antique stores for 

notions. and was appalled at how expensive they 

were to buy. My collec;tion remained small and 

precious. and ! was loath to use it up, lest I never 

find more, lest there was no more in the world. 

But then one day l mentioned to somebody 

that I really loved old sewing things. and the next 

thing I knew I was getting a box of them from 

that person's neighbor-down-the-street's mother, 
who was having a garage sale and selling the 

box not five minutes after I mentioned Jn)' 
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special need to my friend. See how that works~ 

The more people L told I Y.'aS looking for these 

U1ings. the more I discovered that not everyone 

loves these things. and some people are actually 

getting rid of these things. And then they'd give 

them to me. Ct's true. All over the world, boxes: 

of se\\-'ing notions wait in garages for you. You 
need only ask the universe, or start mentioning 

how much you love them to any and all 

acquaintances and passersby for vintage sewing 
supplies to start falling into your lap. 

If you feel you reaJJy can't wait for millinery 

Rowers and calico bias trim to find you, you can 

also check my Resources on page 143 for some 

great sources. They won't be free, mind you. But 

r would neveI fault you for splurging. J would 

totally and compJetely understand. 





\'Vouldn't this corsage be lovely for a bride to wear to her shower or 
r~h~arsal dinner? The frothy blossom is so easy to make that you might 

c0tisider creating an entire bouquet of them. Cotton lawn is the pe1fect fabric 
for rhis corsage, since it is finely woven, soft, and lightweight. When the petals 
are gllthered a.round the stamen, they have a peony-like quality. And you can 
pri11t any message (like tne happ}' couple's names and the wedding date) on 
rhe "leaves." Turn this corsage into a Mother's Day gift by printirig children's 

names instead of a wedding date, 01~ since they're so fast to whip up and 
personalize, make tltem to give as favors at a bridal or baby shower. 

. tary colors 

ihn·e '~ntage millinery 
one plastic berry on a 

·re stem, snipped from 

- ... -tic berries) 

r One 2" (5cm) circle 

of wool felt 
One 9" (2Jcrn) length of 

ra)'on seam trimming 
Zigzag pinking shears 

Upholstery thread in a color to match 
petals 
118" {3mm) bole plmch 

I" (2.5cm) bar pin (available at craft 

stores) 

Fabric glue 

Hot glue gun 
Dressmaker's chalk 

Double-sided tape 

Scotch tape 
.. 

s· (r2.5c:m) in diameter 

m~k~ the bottom layer of flower petals, fold 

of the fa bric in halflengthwise and 

- until you have a folded piece that is 16 

Ui!t.k. Using regular scissors, slice through 

r: 'ds of lhe stack so that the layers of fabric 

separate and lying flat With dressmaker's chalk, 

stitches. 114 " (6mm) from the bottom edge of the 

petal. Bunch the petals towaJd the middle of the 

length of thread and tie the thread in a square knot, 

leaving the tails of thread hanging under Lhe petal 

layer. Repea~ for the top layer (the small petals). 

tlie large Petal template onco the top layer 

. tack. Cut out the stack of r6 petals with 

: shears. just inside the traced line. Repeal 

oi.her sheet of fabric for the top layer of 

petals. using the Small Peral template. 

eac! a needle with an r8d (46crn) Length <>f 

_ ,,........,..._ ... f\ tluead. String the bottom layer of petals 

b.-ge petals) right side up using loose running 

•• 



Thread the 2 tails of the top layer back onto the 

needle. Lay the top ~yer of petals on top of the 

bottom layer, right side up, and push the threaded 

needle through the bottom edge of a petal on the 

bottom layer of petals. All 4 ta1ls should no·w be 

banging under the Aower. Tie the tails together in 

a tight square knot, and trim the ends to about r12• 

(r3mm). 

Push the wire ends of the stamens through all 

layers of the flower through the hole in the center 

of the stacked rings of petals. Under the Bower. 

bend the \Vires at a 45·degree angle. Fu s with 

the petals a bit to ease the gathers evenJy around 

both layers of the flower. Put a dab of g)ue O\'er 

the thread tails and the wire stem of the stamen to 

hold them in place. 

Using the hole punch. punch 2 holes r' (2.5cm) 

apart, centered, through the circle of wool felt. 

Open the bar pin and push the sh.lrp end up 

through one hole and the closing mechanism up 

through the other hole. Close the pin. Using fabric 

glue, glue the cirde of felt and pin back to the back 

ofthe Sower, covering the thread tails and the wire. 

Use the hot glue gun to push some glue between 

the top and bottom petal layers near the center of 

the flower. to secure the stamen wire and give the 

flower more stabilit}. 

To make the leaves. using your computer. create 

a document with a "landscape"' orientation (so 

your type will nm ho1izontally across the wide 

measurement of a letter-size piece of paper). Use 

a readable font in a size slightly smaller than the 

width of the rayon trimming (1 used Send Flowers 

at 28-point size). Leave about 1 •12" (3.8cm) between 

the name and the date so that you can tie lhe rayon 

trimming around Lhe stamen without squishing 

the text. Using a piece of double-sided tape, secure 

a strip of raron trimming direcLl)' on top of the 

names you've printed on the paper. making sure 

the trimming is lying smooth at both ends. (You 

can use a piece of Scotc11 tape to secure the end 

of the trimming that will go through the prb1ter 

first.) Run the paper through the printer again, 

and voila-printed trimming. Tie the piece evenly 

arou11d the stamen of the flower. Trim the ends 

into sharp points like leaves. 



--------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

Wedding attire is special stuff Even though you k11ow fall we/1 you'll only 
wear those shoes once,. it's sti.ll hard to keep yourself from getting exactly 
the pair you want. This li,ttle Tijfcmy-blue bag ca.n be i,1sed to keep them 

tucked away for poste1ity. Embroidered with a vintage flower garland and 
monogram, th.e bag can also be used for li.ngr.:;rie, or even i:ve;dding ca.rds or 

other special keepsakes. Its simple eyelet in· ms add a sweet touch. 

-------------------------------------- ----------------------
MATEF'l<\LS 

Wedding-Shoe B:lg template (page 

r57} 
r ~ tlif b:t• •• n i 'inh_,. Four II 'l~H x 

l4 1/ 2.'' (29cm x 37cm) pieces of solid· 

co!or cotton 
l u tlit: top 1 1 One 23" (58.;cm) 

piece of l/~ · ·- (2<:m·) wide eyelet trim. 
finished on one edge 

' ll w tri 1 Two 12" (30.5crn) 

pieces of l "· (2.5cm-) wide erelet trim, 

finished on botb edges 

I th •10.- Two 18" (45.5cm) lengths 

of I/2"· (r3mm·) wide ribbon 

White embroidery floss 
Micron marker or fabric: marker 

6 '' (r;cm) em broide1y hoop 

' 1 1, 1si-r1'.u srzr 

r:r• >.. 14" (18011 x 3).)cm} 

SF.' Al 

• t~" (6mm). LmJess otherwise tioted 

1 Enlarge the Wreath template (page r57) to the 

percentage specified. Print a monogram (I used a 

font called Cafe Aroma in a 100-point size). Cut 

around the monogram, center the initial itl the 

wreath, and tape it in place. Transfer the design to 

the bag front piece and embroider with 2 strands of 

embroidery floss, using back stilcb and satin stitch 

1 (see Hand-Sewing (page t30J and Embroidery [page 

r34]). Press. 

., Pin the double-edged eyelet trim to the bag 

front, with the bottom edge of the trim 2 t/ 2
11 

(6.5cm) from the bottom edge of the bag front. 

Machine·sew each l.ong edge of the trim. Repeat for 

the bag back. 

With the right sides of the bag together, on 

each side seamline mark a r'' (i.5cm) opening 

c I14" (3cm) from the top of the bag. Stitch the 

2 side seams and the bottom seam of the bag, 

backstitching on both sides of the 2 openings. 

Stitch across the corners aboLlt 1" 12.5cm) from 
the edge to create 2 square bottom corners (see 

General Sewing Techniques [page 125]}. Twn the 

bag right side out. 

,. To make the lining, '"'vith the right sides of the 2 

lining p ieces together. stitch the long edges. Stitch 

AL Cl\ S 





across the bottom of the lining, 1eaving a 4 11 j 1oan) 

opening in the bottom seam through which to turn 

the bag. Stitch across the corners about i " (2.5cm} 

from the edge to create 2 square bottom corners 

(see General Sewing Techniques !page 125)). 

To make the top trim, stitch the ends of the trim 

together with a Fren.ch seam: With the wrong sides 

together, stitch the short ends of the trim together 

using a r;.t (6mm) seam, creating a loop. Trim 

the seam to 1/8" (3mm). Turn the loop wrong side 

out. With the right sides together, at the first seam 

stitch .a second seam l / 4" 16mm] from the edge, 

enclosing the first seam allowance. 

With the right sides together and the raw edges 

of the trim even with the raw top edge of the outer 

bag. baste the trim to the top of the bag using a 

scant 1 1~" (6mm) seam. 

With right sides together, place the outer bag 

into the lining (the outside of the lining will be 

facing you). With the top edges of the bag and 

the lining even. stitch around the top of the bag 

through all layers.. Pull the outer bag through the 

opening in the lining. Tum in the edges of the 

lining opening, and machine-sew tl1e opening 

dosed. Turn the lining ta the inside, and press the 

, top edge of the bag. pulling the trim up. 

To make the casing for the ties. find the 

' 2 openings you left in the side seams. With 

' the outside of the bag facing you. at the ends of the 

openings, stitch 2. straight rows, c" (2.5cm} apart, 

' through both layers of fabric. These rows should be 

parallel to each other and to the top oftbe bag. 

To run the ties thl:ough the casing, attach a large 

• safety pin to one end of one piece of the ribbon. 

Feed the ribbon through the casing, across the 

front of the bag, and out the opposite side opening. 

Repeat for the other tie 011 the back of the bag. Pull 

the ties to draw the bag dosed. and make bows out 

• of the 2 ties on each side. 

-----------------------·----- -------------------------------------J 



r------------------- ---- -

This sweet gingham ring pillow with an embroidered covered button 
would be pe1fect at a country wedd~ng. It couldn't be simpler to 111.ake, 

and can be completely personalized in the wedding colors arid with any 
rn.onogram. Small designs are petfect for covered biittons. If the 
wedding has a particular theme or motif. transfer tlta.t onto the 

fabric and make this imique gi.ft for the special couple. 

Hean Bunon Ring Pillow template 

(page 156) 
Two 8 1 ::.'' x8 1t :.N 

(2I.)Cm x 2t.5 on) pieces of gingham 
dupioni silk. cul on the bias 

One 6" x 6" 

(15cm x l 5cm) piece of fine-wea\•e Linen 

F 5 (12.5cm) of 
1/i.." (r3mm) ribbon 

18" (4).5cm) of 1 •::" 

(13mm) ribbon 
One 1 718" (4 .8cm) self·cover-ed button 

form 
4 ' (xocm) embroidery hoop 

Micron marker or fabric marker 

Embroidery floss 

Polyester fiberfill or wool batting 

:--•• -11 J ~ I .. 

·-L • I 

114 " (6mm), unless otherwise noted 

I ----- -- ---- ---- -------------------- -- --- ---- --------------- -

~---------- ------ ----------- - -- --------------------------- -------



To make the button, copy the Heart Button 

template and draw a monogram in the center of 

the heart by hand, or use your computer to create 

a simple initial. Transfer the design to the center 

of the button fabric:. Embroider using 2 strands 

of embroidery Boss with chain stitch, laced back 

stitd1, lazy daisy stitch, and French knots. (See 

Embroidery [page 134).) Centering design, cut 

fabric into a 311 (7.5cm) ci:rde. 

To cover the button, using a running stitch. sew 

evenly around the circle about 1/8" (3mm) from 

the edge (see Hand-sewing !page 1301). Place a 
button form in the center of the circle of fabric 

(with the fi:ont of the button facing the wrong side 

of the fabric), and pulJ stitches to cinch the fabric 

around the button even!}'· Check placement of 

the embroidery on the front of the button before 

attaching the back of the button securely. following 
the manufacturer's instructions. 

To make the hand strap for the back, turn under 

' •14 '1 (6mm) on each end of the strap ribbon piece 

and press. Center the ribbon horizontally on the 

righL side of the pillow bac.k piece. Machine-stitch 

the folded ends of ribbon to the pillow back. (Use a 

shorter ribbon if your ring bearer has a tiny hand.) 

Place the pillow pieces right sides together, 

and stitch around all 4 sides. leaving a 2" (5cm) 

opening in one side of the pillow. Clip the corners 

and turn the pillow right side out. Stuff the pillow 

lightly with fiberfill. Tum in the edges of the 

opening .and slip stitch dosed (see Hand-sewing 

[page 130 J). 

Stitch the button to centet of the pillow tightly. 

through all layers, blllying the tails in the body of 

U1e pillow (see Hand-sewing [page t30]). Tie the 

ribbon around the button and thread each ring .into 

the ribbon bow. Now say. "I do!" 

---- --- -------------------- -------- ----------------------------------j 



Te~t years after our wedding, when I looked at the guestbook signed by our 

family and friends, l felt rea.Lly emoti.on.al seeing everyone1s hcnidwriting. The 
signatures were so familiar to me.: my grandma's,from every birtnday card; 

my college roommC\te's.ji·om every notebook she had filled up and atl ou.r le~ters 
si'J'lce; a friend's daughter who'd just lea.111.ed to write. Toda)1, some of the :people 
live far from me: others have passed away. Bu~ their signaturesfeeL as evocative 

as photographs. Making handwritten n.ames pennanent with, embroidery floss is 
a beautiful way to honor each signer's presence at our wedding an.din our life. 

Wedding Guestbook Wall Hanging 

template (page 1 53) 

1. One 19'' x ti' 
(48.5cm x 43cm) piece ofTimlex 

Dressmaker's chalk 

Micron marker or fabric marke· 
Embroidery floss in black and~ 

gray, and 2 shades of contras~ 

colors (like pink and dark pink 

One photo. sized at 6 11 x 6" (15cm x 

15cm) and 200 dpi 

One.8 11~" x n" 
l2i.5cm x 28cm) mk-jet primer-ready 
fabric sheet 

: One c9" x 17" 

(48.)cm x 43cm) piece of jacquard 
or embroidered cotton (something 

fanq1 4 11 (1ocm) embroidery hoop 

.2 yd (i.8n1) of 1'
1 

(2.)Cm) bicding 

Tape maker, t" c2.5cm) size 

Spray starch 

One r8" ~ 16" 

(43.5cm x 40.5on) piece of muslin 
One 8 't-:." x n " f2t.5cm x 2.8crn) piece 

of heat-resistant template plastic 

11 ..... 0 ~ 1.l 

c8" x 16" (45.5cm x 40. ;cml 

To prepare the beart patch. t race the Heart 

template: onto a piece of heat-resistant template 

plastic. Cut the heart out of the plastic. Using your 

computer, resize a wedding photo to 6" x 6" {15cm 

x 15cm). centering the bride and groom so that 

they will be within the stitching line of tbe Heart 

template. Print the photo onto the ink-jet printer

ready fabric, and heat-set (see Transferring Photos 

to Fabric jpage 133]), 

Place the Heart template over the photo, 

<:entering the bride and groom. Trac:e around 

the heart with dressmaker's chalk, and cut it out 

adding a. i 14" 16m.:rnj seam a11ow:mce. f olloVv'ing 

the instructions in Applique {page i37}, prepare 

the heart to be attached to the foundation piece 

by clipping, applying: starch, and pressing edges 

under. Pin the heart in place on the foundation 

piece. and attach it usillg .a slip stitch (see Hand· 

Sewing [page 130]). Transfer the small dots fro m 

the Heart template to the found<Hie>n piece. 

' To prepare the signatures, photo{;opy the pages 

from your guestbook at r;o percent. Cut out the 

individual signatures and lar them under the 

foundation piece in a pleasing arrangement. Trace 

the signatures onto the muslin. using the fabric 

marker or. ideally, a fine-tip Micron marker. (You 

will get a more detailed line with the Micron. but 

i t is permanent, so use it with caution.) Using the 

embroidery hoo_p and one strand of embroidery 

.fl.ass, embroider the signatures with back stitches. 

SlH llll: 
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alternating black and dark gray among the names 

to lend variety and texture. Using 2 strands of 

embroidery flo ss. at U1e small dots around the 

heart-shaped photo on the foundation piece, stitch 

f' 11 SP 
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French knots in alternating colors (see Embroidery 

{page r34J). 

• When aJI the embroidery is completed, carefolly 

press the foundation piece, removing all the 

wrinkles left by the embroidery hoop. Place the 

backing fabric, right side down, on the work 

StLrface. Lay the Tirntex on top of the backing 

fabric, and the foundation piece, right side up, 

on top of the Timtex. The bottom layers are a bit 

larger than the foundation piece so that it is easier 

to keep all the layers lined up when basting. Pin 

around all the edges and baste through all larers, 

a scant • 4
1
' (6mm} from the edge. Trim the edges 

of the Timtex and backing fabric even with the 

found<ition piece. 



r Using the instructions in Genertil Se'Q.ring 

Techniques (page 125), make the binding and apply 

around the edge of the wall hanging. 

To make the stitches by which the piece \"'ill 

hang. using 2 strands of embroidery floss. make a 

knotless start ~see Hand-Sewing [page t30)) on the 

back of the piece in an i.1pper comer, seclu-ing the 

thread to the Timte>i and backing only (don't sew 
through to the front)- Make a 1{2

11 (13mm) stitch. 

running the needle back under the Tirntex and 

backing only. coming up where you started. Repeat 

the 1/ 2" (13nun) stitch and fasten off. burying the 

tails of the Ross (see Hand-Sewing (page !JO]} 

under the backing and snipping off the ends. 

Repeat for the opposite upper corner. 

ST 



APPENDICES 
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To complete the projects in this book, it is 

helpful to understand a few of the sewing 

techniques I've used to achieve 111y results. 

1 }'PP Rn.Jr FJ\.-q~rcs 

lf you're going to be washing your finished 
project. you'll want to prewash the fabnc 

(unless pecificall) instructed not to) to 

remove sizing and to preshrink the mate1ial 

so your beautiful finished piece won't pucker 

the first time you launder it. Trim a 1 1" 

(13mm) triangle off each corner of )'OUI fabric 

to prevent a chaos of raveled, tangled threads 
upon removal from either washer or dryer 

(it really works!). Don't use fabric softener or 

dryer sheets. 

If you'll be incorporating vintage fabric 

in your projects, wash it by hand, and la> it 
in the sun to dry or flat on a towel indoors 

if it's ra1mng. To help remove stains and 

must) odors, l bre\' an elixir of 1 cup Cascade 

(powdered dishwasher detergent), I cup 

baking soda, 1 cup sea salt, and r cup vinegar 

in about 4 gallons of water in a clean bathtub. 

and let my vintage fabrics soak for up to a day. 
Rinse the fabrics weU, until tJ1e water rnns 

dear. because detergent left in fabrics can 
yeUO\\ with time. 

Press out wrinkles and folds in fabrics. 
using your iron's recommended settings and 

a spray bottle of water. It takes extra time, but 

consider it your bonding. getting-to-know-rou 

phase. lt tests )'Our patience and it's awkward, 

yes (it's not easy to press big. uncut pieces of 
fab1ic), but it's worth it in the long nm, as in 

an}' good rela tionshlp. 

Templates are provided in this book for 
projects that require you to cut particular 

shapes. To use the templates, simply enlarge 

them on a copy machine to the percentage 

specified. and cut Lhem out. adding seam 

allo,••ances as indicated in individual pattern 

directions. Place the templaLe .right side doi,r,n 

on the wrong side of the fabric, noting the 

grain or edge to be placed on the fold, and 
trace around the shape with dressmaker's 

cha]k or a fabric marker as fodicated. Be sure 

to trace all symbols. 

lllf1TPRJ1'1J(I A CC'P Y~P 

When t\vo hemmed edges meet at a right 

angle, the prettiest way to join the eclges is to 

create a mitered corner. Trimming and folding 
a corner in this w;iy reduces bulk and gives 

you a tidy finish. 

• With the fabric wrong side up, turn in 1/4" 

(6mm) of each edge and press. Then fold in 

each edge again along hemhne£ (the dotted lines 

il1 the dra .. ving. below). Press. thell unfold onl} 
the second set of folds. 

I 
.......... -~ _;;: 
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1 Turn do'l\'ll the comer so the edges are 
parallel 1.vith the hemlines and the corner fold 
lies diagonally across 1.he intersection of the 
hemlines. 

, 
= 

:? Trim off the comer, leaving a r14" \6mm) 
al1owance. Fold in the edges along the hemlines. 1 

._ Slip stitch the edges of the mitered comer 
together (see Hand-Se-v.'ing [page r30]). Sew the 
turned edges of the hems either by hand. with 

hemstitch or slip stiLch, or by machine. 

CLIPPING CURVES AND 
TRH1MING CORNERS 
Clipping curves and trimming comers 
reduces the amount of fabiic Jeft in the seam 

and results in a smoother, neater finish. With 
sharp scissors, make small cuts at intervals 

around curves, snipping almost to but not 
through the s:eam. On curves that will be 

turned inward, dip wedges to further reduce 
bulk. On comers (or points}, trim across the 
point. almost to but not through the seam. 
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MAKING AND 
l\.TT l':B • l\JC. BTT\JnTNG 

To me. there is no lovelier wa)' to finish the 

raw edges 011 a quilt, wall hanging. or stocking 

than with machine-and·hand-stitched binding. 

If you're binding something with straight 

edges and mitered comers, straight grain-cut 
binding works just fine. Bias tape- binding 

that is cut on the bias-is great if the edge 

you're trying to bind is curvy and needs the 

fiexibilil'y that a bias <;::ut affords. Ready-made 

bias tape can be purchased prepackaged or by 
the yard al fabric stores, and this is convenient 

for projects tbat don't requ.iTe a fussy binding 

since it comes in a limited number of colors. 

widths. and fiber contents. 

But if you want more con trnl over this 

decorative element of your project, you may 

want to make your own binding with the 

help of a rotary cutter. clear· pl.as tic ruler, self

healing cutting mat, and a handy Jittle gadget 
cJJJed a tape maker, available in several sizes 

at any fab1ic store. Tape makers require you to 
cut strips of fabric that are double the width of 
the tape you are trying to achie,re, join them 

together, feed the strip through the gadget. 

and press the folds as they are created by the 

tool. CompJete instructions on cutting strips 

for. joining. and making tape are i11cluded 
when you purchase your tape maker. 

Preferences va1y when it comes to 

attaching binding. The quickest way is to 

simply slip the folded binding over the raw 

edge of the item, pin, then machine sew close 

to the edge of the binding but still catching 
the underside in the seam. When binding a 

guilt or something with straight edges and 

comers. you can always use strips of fabric 

folded length\vise with wrong sides together. 

Align the raw edges of the binding with the 

top edge of the quilt and stitch through all 

layers. •/4
11 (Gmm) from the edge. Then turn 

the binding to the back and hand-sew the 

folded edge down, covering the seam and 

using a slip stitch. This will give you a double 

layer of fabric over the edges. making it nice 
and durable. 

But my favorite way of making and 

attaching binding, even on quilts. is to use the 

tape maker to fold cl1e strips. then attach them 
by machine and by hand. l think J jus.t like 
using the tape maker. 

, Makinq tape 

' 1 Cut strips of fabric twice as wide as the tape 
maker's small end, either on the straight grain 
or bias. depending on your project. 

2 To join straight grain-cut strips. stitcl1 ends 
right sides together using a t1/ !6mm) seam. To 

join bias·cul strips, cut lhe ends at a 45-degree 

angle ai1d place them. right sides together, 
perpendicular to each other. 

/ 
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3. Stitch the seam. Press the seam open. and 

trim the comers to be even \Vith the suip, When 
your slrip is long enough, feed it. wrong side up. 
into t.he tape- maker (to create- folds). and it will 
come out the other end of the gad get. Press the 

i:ape flat. 



Attaching double-fold binding by 
machlne and by hand-sewing. 

1. With the right side of the tape facing the right 

side of the fabric. matcll the raw edge of the 
unfolded tape to the raw edge of Lhe fabric, and 

pin along the fold line. Stitch along the fold line. 

2 Turn the binding to the wrong side of the 
fabric. endosing the raw edge. Hand-sew the 

folded edge down with a hemstitch or slip stitch 

{see Hand-Sewing [page 130)). 
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Turning a comer with binding. 

1 Stitch along the fold line of the binding 

almost to Lhe corner, stopping and making 
a few back stitches at the point where the 

perpendicular sea111 line will cross. 

' 2 Fold the bi11ding diagonally. so it is now 
' perpendicular to the seam. 

3 Fold the binding back down so that the top 

fold is aligned with the binding edge. Pin and 
machine stitch, starting and backstitching a bit. 

right at the folded edge through all layers. 

------- --- - -~ - - - - -- --

---~----------~·· 
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4.. Fold the binding m•er the raw edges to the 
back of the piece. forming neat miters on the 
front and back, and slip stitch the mitered 

edges closed. Slip stitch the folded edge down. 

covering the seam. 

571'?..:ll;: ti I"' T tr i E 



To make a yo-yo, cut a circle of fabric with a 

diameter twice that of the finished yo-yo plus 
1;4" (6mrn}. Knot a length of heavy"veight 
thread at one end. Tum under a 114" (6mrn) 
hem with your fingers while making a row 
of running stitches through both thicknesses 

around the edge of the drde. Pull the tnread 
tight to gather up the circle, making a bttle 
pouch. Secure the thread with a few stitches 
at the beginning of the seam. 

Remove the sleeves a.tthe shoulder seams, and 
slit open the sleeve seam (to help eliminate 

permanent creases). Machine-wash the 
sweater in hot water with enough detergent to 
give you a fair amount of suds. Throw in a pair 
of old jeans to increase the agitation and J1elp 

the sweater to felL Rinse in cold water, and dry 
on medium-high heat. You may need to wash 
and dry the sweater a second time to achieve 
the degree of felting yot.1 want. 

Making a square bottom on a bag is one of 

those things I.hat's easiel' to do than to explain. 
Once you gel Lhe hang of it. though. )'Ou'U see 

tl1ere's nothing to it. 

With the right sides of the bag pieces togelller 

machine-sew the 5ide and bottom seams of the 
bag. 

Keeping the wrong side out and the side seam 

facing you, stick rour har.d into Lhe bag. tO\'ta rd 
one comer. With your other hand. push the side 
seam flat. pressing it against the bottom seam. 

creating a point with the corner of the bag ac: HS 

apex. (Remov~ your hand from the bag.) 

Keeping the sidr seam flat against the bottom 
~eam, measure the required distance from 
the point and draw a line across the corner. 

perpendicular to the side seam. 

Machine·sew across the comer on the line. 

Repea~ all steps for the opposite comer of the 

bag. TW'n the bag right side out and push the 

points toward the bottom center of the bag. 

----------------:------ -----



To complete several of the projects in this 

book. you will occasionally need to work some 

basic stitches by band. Closing openings.. 
attaching binding and applique, and working 
on do\ls all require the predsion and de\icacy 

t'h.at '10\1 c.an on\)' ~c.rneve w~th. hand-':.ew\n~,. 

Personally. I love stitching thrngs by hand. 
Never am l htitppier than when faced viith a 

nev;.· DVD, a cup of hot c.ocoa. and a whole lot 
of bindi.ng to attach by hand. 

Make sure you have a nice, new. sharp 

needle. lt sounds obvious. but you"d be 
surprised how frustrating it can be ~o stitch 
tilings by liand with a dull needle. Hand
sewing needle<; come in a wide variety of sizes 

and lengths. The higher the size number, the 

smaHer the needle diameter. Generali~. you'U 
want to use tl1e smallest needle possible for 
the job (a big needle may leave a hole in your 

fa bric) . but most of au you \\'ant to find a 

needle that's comfortab]e for you. lt 's worth a 

little expenrnentation to find the type you like. 

Some of the projects call for a heavyweight 
jlike upholstery) thread, which requires a 

bigger needle. And some. like the Nu1:cracker 
Doll, requfre you to se~ strands of yam 

through the doll to create hair; in t11is case, 

needles called "yarn darners''-very sharp and 

wide-are necessary. A thimble or a rubber 
finger protector comes in hand)'. too, for 
pushing the needle through the fabric. 

Consider purchasing a full-spectrum 
light source. Available at an) craft or fabric 

store. fi11l-spectnun lamps allow you to see 

your work as if y01.1 were \'iewing it in bright 

daylight. This kind of light can be invaluable 

when you're choosing colots or working 

detailed areas that strain your eyes. 

Hand-seVving might not have the star 

quality of some of the flashier techniques in 
your repertoire, but when done carefully and 
c.one.c.t\)1

, \t ha.s a. C\_Uiet beauty that can teal\~· 

make the difference in the quality of your 
finished piece. Below are some hand-sewing 

techniques you v.ill need to know. 

This simple stitch travels forv11ard in a 
back-and-f01th motfon. It can be used for 
embroidery. as weli. Working from right to 

left. weave the point of the needle in and out 

of fabric, then pull the thread through. To 

gather fabric., make running stitches along the 

seam to be gathered. then puJI up the thread at 

each e11d, bunching up the fabric between the 
stitches. 



Used to temporarily shape or hold pieces 
together. this stitch is like the running stitch, 

but longer. Leave ends unknotted so that these 

stitches will be easy to remove. 

This sturdy stitch is used to join seams 
together, and is also used to create linework m 

embroidery. Working from 1·ight to left. sew a 
long stitch forward. underneath the fabric. and 

a shorter stitch backward into the end of the 

previous stitcl1. 

UH' fC!'T'l'T'r 

I like to use this stitch to attach binding to a 

thick piece of fabric, like felt. or a pro,.ect with 

layers in which the thread can be hidden. 

\Vorking from right to left, bnng the needle 

and thread through the hem edge. \1ake a tiny 

stitch, catd1ing only a couple of threads of the 

fro111 of the piece. Then slide the needle under 

the hem about r,4 " (6mm) to the left, jitst 

catching the hem above the fold. 

0 
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This stitch is practically invisible, so it works 

well when attaching a folded edge to a single 

layer of fabnc. Working from light to left. 
make a tiny stitch in the main fabric. catching 

only a few threads. Opposite this stitch. msert 

the needle into the folded edge of the hem. 
and run it along the foJd for about 114" (6mm). 

Bring the needle out, drawing the thread 
through. 
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I like to use a whipstitch to attach stuffed paiis 

of toys together. lnsert the needle from the 
back edge to the front Keep the needle at 
a diagonal to move from right to left along 
Lbe seam. 

·, ~ "'TY F''l' S~ .,,CF 

The blanket stitch is both decorative and 

firnctional. lt can be used to join pieces of 

fabric together or to finish a raw or folded 
edge. To start the stitch. the threaid is anchored 
and brought up just below the top edge of 
the fabric. Then insert the needle the same 

distance below the edge as the stitch is wide. 
Bring the needle up behind the fabric, looping 

the thread around the back of the need.Je to 
form the top ridge. 

F~C'"'LESS STA I'..T 

This is a great way to start stitching on 

anything that doesn't have a "'back," or \\here 
you don't want to use a knot. Simply fold the 
length of thread you are going to use in half 
with the 2 cut ends even. Thread those ends 

through the eye of the needie, leaving the 
folded end long. Begin sewing by pushiL1g 
the needle into the front of your fabric and 
without pulling the thread all the way tluoug 
the fabric, take a small stitch. coming up ju~t 

1/ 16
11 (r.5mm) awa}1 from where you went in 

Pu11 the needle out through the loop created 

by the folded end of the thread and pull firm.\ 
to secure. 

BffRYIN" ..,., \TL c; 

To finish off a Line of band-stitching in a piec

that is stuffed or layered. make a small knot 
at the end of your last stitch. Push the needle 
into the fabric near the knot, then poke it back 
up through the fabric about an inch (2-san1 
away from where you went in. Pull the needle 

tautly, pushing the knot through the fabric 
to the inside. Trim the thread tail close to the 
fabric top and maneuver the thread so it is 
pulled back inside the piece and is invisible. 
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Though there are many ways to transfer 

photos and other original documents 
(drawings, diplomas. letters. etc.) to fabric, 

tl1e way that 1 prefer involves nothing more 
than an ink-jet printer and specially prepared 

8 11~11 x u" (21.5cm x 28cm) fabric sheets, 

easily purchased online or at any fabric store. 
These fabric sheets are t)'picaUy made of 

finely \voven wh ite or cream-colored fabric 

and have a paper stiffener attached to them 
for easy feeding into your printeL They've also 
been treated so that they are washable. dry
deanable, and colorfast. Be sure to check the 

details on the packages of fabric you purchase 

as there are many types of :finishes, weaves, 

and treatments available. 

If the e.:rpense of these is prohibitive (and 

you will be paying for convenience here) or 

you just want to use your own fabric to get a 
parlicu1ar "look,'' you can also print on YOlir 

own (finely woven) fabric by treating it with 

bubble-jet setter (available at craft and fabric 

stores [see Resources, page 143) and cutting 
it to 8 112" x n" (2i.5a:u x 28cm). Then just 

smooth it onto a full sheet of sticker paper, 

available at office supply stores. (Some people 

suggest using freezer paper to st:ibilize the 
fabric during the printing proc~ss . but I find 

it to be too soft. which can lead to pt'lnter 

jams ... or worse [permanent printer jamsj.) 
Comprehensive ctirections for treating your 

own fabric with these products are given on 

their packaging. 

Wben choosi11g photos or images to 

transfer. the quality of your original counts. 

Pick photos that "read'' well and have good 
contrast, and avoid images that appear blurry 

or have areas that a.re compHcaled. You wi11 
only lose infonnation during the transfer 

process, so for best results. choose originals 

that can sacrifice a bit of sharpness and still 

look good. Photo-editing software can turn 

up the volume on old photos by increasing 
contrast and sharpening soft lines. lf you're 

scanning docmnents or images. make sure 
that your files are printing out at about 200 

dpi (dots per inch [i.5cm)) at the dimensions 

you need for your project. Most home ink-jet 

printers print at about r50 dpi, but I like to 

keep Lhe resolution of my images a bit higher, 

just in case I need to resize. Consult yow: 
photo-editing software manual for information 

on scanning and resizing photos. 

A little ex-perimentation is helpful when 
printing photos to fabric, since each printer is 
different, and fabric content and weave vaT} 
·widely. Typically. you will set your printer to 

the "plain'' paper setting. Increasing print 

quality here will only result in too much ink 
being deposited on the fabric. whid1 doesn't 

absorb ink Lhe same way paper does. After 

painting, allow the ink to dry. Then rinse the 

fabric under cold water until it runs clear. 
Heat-set the ink with a warm iron. using a 

press cloth to absorb any excess ink and to 

protect your image. Easy! 

/I. lllC 



Decorative embroidery is one of the sv.teetest 

and most gratifying techniques y01.1 can use 

to pers<>naJize sped.al projects. It's been 

around since the davrn of time, and it's as 

cha.rm.i.ng today as it's ever been. The plethora 

of fo11ts on your comput-er and any bask word 

processing or design software a}lows you to 
easily make monograms, spell out words, 

and create numb.ers to embroider, based on 

your whim. And centering and resizfag~ No 

problem! 

Before you embroider, consider your fabric. 

Even-weave cotton and Linen \Vork best. since 
they have the same number of tlueads going 
aossv.'ise and lengthwise. An even weave 

helps minimize distortion as fabric is pushed 

and pulled around. Certain projects, like lhe 

Snail Onesie, direct you to apply an iron-on 

srabilizer to the back of a stretchy knit fabric , 

whlcb c.an make it easier to work stitches on 

the front. 

To transfer designs to fabric, you must 

first have your design printed out at the 
desired size. If you're creating text using your 
computer. consider using fonts and sizes 
of type that are both easy to stitch and easy 

to read. Then press your fabric so that it is 

smooth. 
My preferred method of transferring a 

design to cotton or linen fabric is to use a light 

box ja bright window works. too) and a fine-tip 

fabric or permanent marker to trace shapes 
directly onto my fabric. Using rnasking tape. 

tape your design. right side up. to the light 

source. then attach your fabric securely on top 

of the design with more tape. and trace the 
entire image before movjng anything. 

I use a Micron 01 (.25mm) for almost every 
design I transfer. This very fine-tip permanent 
drawing marker, available at art suppl)• stores. 

works well for large designs, since I.he line iL 

makes is easy to cover but it won't disappear 
in a couple of days as some fabric markers are 

typically engineered to do. jSorne markers say 
they'll stay visible until fQU wash them out, 

which is nice, but tlley can sometimes fade 

before you're finished.) Just make sme yom 
line is fine enough to be easily covered by your 

thread if you're using permanent ink. 
You can also use dressmaker's carbon to 

tr an sf er the design to hea\'yweight fabrics. like 
felt, or garments like a onesie. Lay the carbon 
sheet carbon side down on the garment, and 
then lay your design on top, and trace the 

design with a ballpoint pen, pressing firmly. 

Alternative!). print out your design in reverse, 
and trace it with an embroidery-transfer pencil 

onto a piece of tracing paper. Then you can 

iron the tracing directly onto your fabric, 

creating permanent markings. Oftentimes 

you can get more than one transfer out of 
the tracing as well, which makes this method 

co11venient if you are making more than one 

or repeating a design element. 

AU these methods work fust decide which 
you prefer for your projecfs particular needs. 



Many of the stitches found in the Hand
Sewing appendix can be done ~rith embroidery 

threads. but here are a few more you might 
want to use. 

This stitd1 is used to filJ areas with long. 
smooth stitches. providing an elegant, 
shimmel'} finish. Stitches should be worked 
smoothly from one edge to the other, and Laid 
close together so no fabric shows through. 

Chain stitd1 is made by working a chain of 

loops in a line, with each link starting and 
ending in the link previous. To work it, bring 

the needle up through the fabric. Holding the 
thread do"-'11 with your hand opposite the one 

holding the needle, insert the needle close 

to where it emerged. Bring the point out a 
short distance away and loop the thread under 
the po.in1 of the needle. Pull the needle out. 
and continue each link of the chain in the 

same \\"ay. 

B 

The Frend1 knot can be used for small 
embroidered details and to dot the "i''s. v.hen 

"WTiting in thread. Some people find this stitch 
tricky to learn, but just remember to hokl the 

thread taut with your other hand as you ptlll 
the needle through. 

Bring the needle up through the fabric 
where you want the knot to be. Holding the 
needle in your right hand. wrap the thread 
arotmd the needJe cloc.bvise l:\vice. l nsert the 

needle into the fabric close to where it just 

emerged. Holding the thread right against the 
needle with your left thumb a.nd forefinger. 
pull the needle and thread through the knot 

gentJy. 

l. 



LAZY p.ti. TC:.:V C!'l'T'l'f"'P 

The lazy dais} stitch is often one of the first 

decorative stitches that children learn and is 
similar to the diain stitch. To work it, push the 

needle iuto the fabric at the base of the petal. 
and bring it up at the top of the petal. Loop 

the thread under the point of the needle and 
pull tht" needle aJI the way through t]1e fabric . 
Make a :>mall vertical stitch across the thread 
at the top of the petal to secure. 

LArti'n B,.. r-v C'.',,..,T,,..,nu 

' To make a line of backstitches a bit more 

interesting, a contrast color of thread can be 
' \Vo,·en back and forth from one side of the 

line to the other. The lacing is done when the 
backstitching is complete imd does not pass 

Lhrough the fabric at all (except to start it, of 
course). Use a blunt-ended needle to make it 
easier to pass the thread under the stitches: a 

sharper needle can get caught on the fabric or 
, existing embroidery. 
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Applique is a technique in which small fabric 
shapes (usually roo percent cotton) are 

arranged and then sewn onto a foundation 

piece of fabric. There are different ways to 
approach applique, and each gives a distinct 

look to your finished piece. from raw to 

finished. The method you choose should 
depend on how much time you have and the 

overall look you want to achieve. 
If you're in a hurry. or going for a more 

rustic look, the simplest way to applique is 

just to cut some shapes, leave their edges raw, 

pin them in place, and stitch them onto the 

foundation fabric, either by machine or "ith 
simple running stitches done by hand. This 

will give you an edgy, frizzy finish, and for 

some projects this fee]s just right. 

A nice way to handle complicated pieces. 
like the tree in the Family Tree project. is to 

apply double-sided fusible web (folio..ving the 

manufactmer's instructions} to your shape, 

then iron it directly onto the foundation piece. 

You can then go around the edge of the shape 
with a small madune zigzag 'Stitch. or trim 

it b}' hand with a blanket stitch. This type of 

application will give you a flat look. 
My favorite type of applique has turoed

under edges and is stitched to the foWldation 
piece by hand. It's an old-fashioned look 

that you'll see on many antique quilts. This 
method will give your fabric shapes a finished 

edge, and will make them appear slightly 
raised when stitched to the foundation fabric. 

To prepare turned-edge pieces in the 
traditional way. you will need a piece ofh eat

resistant template plastic (available in the 

quilting section of craft and fabric stores) and 

a paU" of not-your- best scissors for cutting 

plastic. To create a template, simplr place the 

plastic over the pattern for the piece. Trace U)e 

shape with a fine-lip pel'manent marker, and 

then cut out the shape on the traced line. 

Place the template right sid.e do'-"·n on the 

·wrong side of the fabric. Trace around the 
temp]ate with a fabric marker, and then trim 

the fabric (with your good scissors this time) 

around the shape. 1 4" (6mm) outside the line. 

Around the edge of the shape. clip curves 

almost to-but not through-the traced line. 
If any part of your piece will be overlapped br 
another. don' t bother clipping (or. ultimately, 
turning) that edge. Just leave it fiat. and the 

other piece will cover it when you assemble 

the design. 
On a protected surface, spray a bit of liquid 

spra}' starch into a small bowl. Place the plastic 
template wrong side up on the wrong side of 

the fa bric piece and, using a small paintbrush, 
dab liquid starch around the edges of the 

pieces that are to be turned. Then press the 

edges of Lhe fabric over the template edges 

'vith the tip of a hot iron, or with an applique 

iron if )'Our piece is really small. Make small 
tucks in the fabric when going around outside 

curves, and overlap dipped edges when 
smoothing through inside curves. For points. 

press excess fabric directly over the tip of the 

template. then fold in the edges and press to 

miter the comer (see Hand-Sewing [page r30]). 

After pressing the turned edges around the 

plastic template. tum the piece over and press 

the front. Allow the plastic to cool, then gently 

remove the temp1ate from the piece. Stitch the 

piece onto the foundation fabric using a sharp 

f'I. ov-



needle, polyester thread, and a slip stitch (see 

Hand-Sev.ring !page 1301). Alternatively. you 
could use a blanket stitch and embroidery 
floss for an old-fashioned look. 

For some simple shapes. another 
technique that works well is to htm the edges 

by sewing the applique piece to another piece 

oflighrn.·eight fabric. like muslin. Place the 

applique fabric and the lining together with 
right sides facing. Trace the shape (with its 

wrong side facing you) onto the •nrrong side of 
the lining. Mad1il1e stitch aretmd the shape 
on the traced line. Trim the seam close to 

the stitching, clipping curves and trimming 
points. Cut a slit in the lining and tum the 

shape right side out. Press, and attach to the 

foundation piece. 

To turn a beautifully smooth circle, do 
not clip the edge of the shape. Tnstead. knot 
a length of tlll'ead and work a tunning stitd1 

between the plastic template and the edge 

of the fabric. Pull the thread to gather excess 

fabric and smooth puckers evenly around the 

edge of the circle. Secwe with a smaJJ stitch. 
add starch to the edges , and press. 

Experiment with these techniques to find 
the metl10d and the look that you prefer. I 
like to use a few different types of applique 

together on the same project for a textured. 
more interesting look. 
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Freezer-paper stenciling is an easy, ine.x

pensive way to transfer simple images or 

letters to fabric: You simply use this special 

paper, an iron, and a bit of fabric paint. 

Freezer paper has a waxy residue that. when 

ironed. tem porarily bonds to fabric. When 

cut into a stencil. the bond creates a sealed 
silhouette inside of which you can paint. 

Freezer paper is available in rolls at the 

grocery store, or, more conveniently (though 
ex-pensively, but well worth i.t, in my mind) in 
flat. printable sheets at the O'aft or fabric store. 

To make a freezer-paper stencil. size 

your image on a computer or a copier to 100 

percent. Print it out on regular white paper 

just as you want it to appear on your fabric. 

Lay the printed image on a hard surface. and 

place a piece of freezer paper-\Va>.')' side 

doY..rn--over the top. On the freezer paper, 
trace your image ·with a pencil or marker, then 

cut away all parts of the image you want to 
fill with color. (Keep the floatil1g pieces intact. 

like the inside of an "o"; you will use these 

when assembling the stencil.) If }'Our image 

has large areas, you may want to use sharp, 

pointed embroidery scissors; othenvise use an 

X-acto knife on a self-healing cutting board for 

finely detailed areas. 

Heat your iron to the sening thal 
corresponds to the type of fa bric you are 
using. Place yoUI stencil, w·:t.A'}' side down, on 

the right side of your fabric. Gentl} iron the 
freezer paper to the fabnc checking to make 
sure the paper has had time to stick but not 

long enough to scorch the fabnc. Then place 

an} of the floating pieces in their correct 

positions and iron those on. too. 
Fabric paint is pigment mixed with a 

gluelike binder: it sticks well to almost any 

kind of fa bric. For the projects ii1 this book, 
you <:an use any water-soluble iron-to-set 

fabric paint. Place a few paper towels under 
your fa bric. 

To apply the paint. use a pain tbrnsh or a 

stenciling brush-go slowly and do se\•eraJ 

light coats, paring special attention to the 
corners of your image. Let t set for a few 
hours. until the paint is cornple~ely dry. Then 

peel your stencil off and heat-set the paint 

with your iron and a press doth (again. use 

the heat setting that corresponds to the type of 

fabric you've painted). Onc:e it's heat·set, you 

can use, wear, or Launder your stenciled fabric. 

Cool, huh? 





To brush up on your sewing lingo, here are 
some common terms, and their definitions: 

backstitch: To make a few stitches backward 
over the previous stitches to secure the 
beginning or end of a seam. Also a type of 

embroidery stitch used to outline shapes or 

write text. 

baste: To sew with Long stitches to temporari]y 
hold one or in.ore pieces of fabric together. 

Basting stitches are usually removed later. 

batting: The layer of insulation benveen a 
quilt top and back. available at fabric stores in 

various Lofts and fibers. 

bias: The line going diagonally across the 
straight grain of a Length of fabric. To cut 

something "on the bias" means to place the 
Prainline of the template you are cutting at a 0 

45-degree angle to the fabric selvage. 

bias tape: Strips of fabric cut on the bias, 
turned under. pressed, and applied as 

bindings where there is a need for stretch 
around curves. 

binding: Encasmg the raw edges of a quilt 
or garment with another piece of fabric. The 
fabric that is folded and used to encase the raw 

edaes is also called ''binding"; binding is also 0 

ca!Jed "tape." 

burying tails: After knotting off, pulling the 
ends of the thread into the body of a stuffed 

or layered item and snipping them off as they 
emerge. 

clipping: Cutting into the seam allowance 
perpendicular to (but not through) the sewn 

seam. allowing the fabric to lie A.at around 
curves. 

dpi: Dots per square ind1 (2 .5cm); a measure 
of resolution. 

dressmaker's carbon paper: A paper with 
a special surface that allows marks to be 

transferred to fabric traced over (pressing 
firmly) with a pencil or a tracing wheel. 

eyelet Lrim~ Cotton fabric <'.>r trim decorated 
with holes, embroidered around the edges. 

freezer paper: Paper with a special residue on 
one side tlidt temporarily bonds to fabric when 
ironed. 

French seam: A seam stitched first with the 
1,1,rrong sides together. then turned in and 
stitched with the right sides together, so the 
raw edges are enclosed within the seam. 

fusible web: A stiff material with an adhesive 

coating on one side that adheres to fabric 
when heated, giving body and stabilit) to your 
piece (available in both single· and double
sided versions) . 

gather: To run a row ofloose stitches along the 
edge of a piece of fabric, allo"' ing you to pull 

excess fabric l.nto a seam line. This a-eates the 
puckered look of gathers. 

grain: The direction that threads are woven in 
a fabric. Lengthwise grain runs the Length of 
the fabuc from cut edge to cul edge: crosswise 

grain runs from selvage to selvage. 

gusset: A panel of fabric added to pro,,ide ease 

of movement or dimension. 

Cil..O 'SARY 



knotless start: A method to secuH? thread 

when stitching items that don't have an actual 
··back. " 

miter: To join two edges at a 45-degree 

angle. typically done to finish a comer 
smoothly. 

muslin: lighnveight plain·woven cotton fabric 

used as lining or to make trial-run garments 
for fitting 

pinking shears: Shears \\ith a zigzag or 
scalloped edge, used decorat1ve1y or to prevent 

unfinished fabric edges from fraying. 

pivot When m.achine-sewi ng, to stop. leaving 

the needle in the "down'' position, raising the 

presser foot and turning the fabric sharply 
before lowering the foot and continuing to 

sew, usually arotmd a comer. 

pressing doth: A piece of clean, white, lint

free cotton fabric placed between the iron and 

the garment to prevent possible scorching on 

delicate fabrics. 

raw edge: The unfinished edge of U1e fabric. 

seam allowance: The amount of fabric left 
between the line of stitching (the seam) and 

the edge of the fabric. 

selvage: The finished edge of the fabric as it 
comes off the bolt. 

s tabilizer: A rigid fabric interlining that 

restricts the stretd1 of selected areas of the 
piece. 

stitch in the ditch: Stitching in or a few 
Lhreads away from an already stitched seam. 

template: A shape used as a guide when 

cutting fabric, often made of paper or plast:Ic 

topstitd1: A row of stitching near the seam but 
on the outside of the finished piece: general.y 
decorative. 



J am lucky etiough to live in a city that boasts many brick-and-mortar fabric and craft stores. and 

J buy the majority of my supplies from people I know and shops that have for years welcomed 

my slow crawls up and down their aisles, searchin.g for the perfect thing. But the myriad on-line 

retailers specializ1ng in gorgeous fabiics, notions, books, buttons, and everything in between 

have tmly made the craft world a world \:vithout borders. This List will help you find sources for 

some of the harder-to-find materials I've used in my projects. and point you toward some of my 

favOTite shops on-line, as well as some other resources that you may find useful. 

NEW FABRICS NOTIONS, 
AND SUPPLIES 

612-229-5227 
wv.w.ciaspalette.com 

700 SE t22nd Avenue 
Portland. 0 R 972 33 
888-896-t478 
\\'Ww.fabricdepot.com 

':ld Crafts 
www.joarul.com 

9701 SE McLoughliu Blvd. 
Portland, OR 97222 

503- 786-ri.34 
\vww.millendstore.com 

147 Sullivan Street 
New York. NY 10012 

212- 420-8798 
\\"o,\W. pur1soho.com 

rics 

&77-7J8-7632 
www.reprodepotfabrics.com 

ww.v.sewbizfabrics.com 

,-.. I+ 

54.55 Spine Road. Suite E 
Boulder, CO 803or 

877-FABRIC-3 
www.eQuiLter.com 

,,_.. - - T'"'t.- • 

www.primrosedesign.com 

VINTAGE FABRICS 

Vintage abrics 
101 N. Main St. 
Ambler, PA 19002 

215- 540-1920 
\\'WW.ps11intage.com 

\VW\.v.revivalfa brics.com 

W\\w.rickracl<.com 



SPECIAL NOTIONS AND 
IVULLINERY SUPPLIES 

~ ,.. Oll l<"mn{)rium 

914 SW nth Avenue 
Portland, OR 97205 

503-228-6372 
"''"'w.buttonemporium.com 

... l ...; T ,.e 

P.O. Box 743 
Lehi, Utah 84043 

801-836-8769 
W'\\.w.doll sa ndlace .com 

403-277-1802 
ww .. , .pa piervalise.com 

Tins 1 ... rr 

47 W. 38th Street 
ew York. NY 10or8 

212-i]0-!030 

W'\VW.tinseltrading.com 

WOOL FELT 

-':>me True 
1223-D Michigan Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
800-359-2906 
._..,'\nv.achildsdream.com 

888-623-36)) 
W\-\"'-·.rnagiccabin.com 

nuwovens 
P.O. Box 150 

Ea thainpton. MA OJ027 

800-333-H69 
\\'Ww.nationahtonwovens.corn 

INK-JET PRINTER-READY 
FABRIC 

Bl 

1929 Main Street 
Lansing, IA 52151 
563-538-42n 
\\"\\'VI. blumentbalJansing.c:om 
m tcompany 
419 Gould Street #2 
Bowling Green . OH 4)402 
800-}56-4219 
v.wv.,electricqui1t.com 

PINKING SHEARS AND SCISSO 

2537 Daniels Street 
Madison. WC 53718 
866-348- 5661 
www . .fiskars.com 

BUBBLE JET SETTER 

C. Jenkins NecktJe & Chemical 

39 S. Schlueter Ave. 
Dellwood. MO 63135 
314-521-7544 exl 22 

\V'\-VW.tje11ki11 scompany.com 

BATTING AND FIBERFILL 
,., 

589 Central Drive 
Virginia Beach. VA 23454 
888-268-8664 
\!, •vw.quiltersdrea:mba tting.com 

n Mill 
101 W. Broadwav , 
St. Peter, MN 56082 

800- 208-982 J 



'"t- ,,__ pa 

5529, 186th Place SW 
Lynnwood WA. 98037 

42 s-248-242 4 
\r..wv.·.warmcompany.com 

SPECIAL NOTIONS AND 
MILLINERY SUPPLIES 

n Rlumchen & Co. 

P.O. Box 12IO·W 

Ridgewood. NJ 07451 
866- 653-96;q 
w"'''· blumchen.coin 

M ..,.. , 

402-5°5-3752 

\\V.'Y. .mantofev.com 

r. Leather Company 
IlO l\W 2nd A\e. 

Portland, OR 97209 

800-634-8033 
\.\"Ww.oregonleatherco.com 

SOFT TOY-MAKING SUPPLIES 

203 Bickford Road 
Tivoli. TX 77990 
361-286-3366 
\\W\\". bjcra fisupphes.c:om 

,..., - ' ,Ply 

860-292- 8)91 
www.clothdollsupplv.com 

'· ' Journey 

P.O. Box 523192 
Springfield VA 22152 

'""''' .dollmakersjourney.com 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Two Peas in 'Rut' • 

This scrapbooking website off er~ a selies of 
online articles walking through the basics of 

digital photography and beyond 

: \\"\"\\J:wopeasinabucket.corn 

' -irnhA}p.""'' 

v.·ww.digicamhelp.com 

Digl'ta1 !"not<'~-... • "'chool 

w"·w.digital-photography-school.com/blog 

BLOGG ING 

ful 'RJnnqmg 

Pri!~t magazine devoted to profiling arnsnc 
biogs 
W'\VW.stam pington.com 

'li.,...,, ... ,,.ij 
The service I use to build and maintain m) 

blog 
ww .. ,.typepad.com 

1 FOR FURTHER READING 

' .,. (! .. :A to Sewing 

Readers Digest Editors 
!Readers Digest 2002) 

, Be .. ,,~.rJ..q.Rules Sewing 

1 Amv Karol 
I 

, ([>otter Craft: 2007) 

n11,..r1 - n • • -kshop 

Bill Ken. Weeks Ringle 

(Quarry Books: 2005) 

AppUque: The Basfcs and Beyond 

Janet Pittman 
(Landauer Corporation: i.006) 

• De----.. :T7,,,. i;":.IZJ.bxoidery 

1 Mal') Norden 
(Readers Digest 1997) 
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FAMILY TREE (PAGE 18): 

Tree (use at zoo%) 

Sl'ITCHED IN Til.1~ 

e 



FAMILY TREE (PAGE 18) : 
(use al] below at roo%) 

Large Leaf 

Mama Bird 

Small Leaf 



TOWNHOUSE GROWTH CHART (PAGE 35): 
(use all below at 100%) 

I 

Windo\1.-pane 

S1'11'CHJ':'D 1N Tl!l!E 

Cl 

Side Roof 



KID'S DRAWING SOFTIE (PAG= 3 
(use all below at r50%) 

TiM:Pl.ATES 

G 

0 B 



FRIEND CHANDELIER {PAGE 67): 

Crystal (use at 100%} 

SNAIL ONESIE (PAGE 27): 

Snail (use at 100%) 

STITCHED lN' TIME • 



FAMILY RECIPE BOOK 
(use all below at roo%) 

Pot 

Cake 

Teacup 

Strainer 

Strawberry 

Knife 



BIRTHDAY BANNER (PAGE 98): 

Scallop (use at roo%) 

STITCKEO IN Tlll1E 

e 



PEPPERMJNT*HEART GARLAND (PAGi
AND WEDDING GUESTBOOK WALL !:L;.._ - .; 

• .. 

• • 
•• 
• 

• •• 

Heart (~ 

. ;;, 

___ r--

--\J- :20) 

• 

• 
• 
I 

• 

• 

.. 



NUTCRACKER DO LL (PAGE 104): 

J 

Head (use at 100%) 

STITCH£!) IN T I M£ 

e 



MONOGRAMMED STOCKING (PAGE 108): 

TEMP.LATE:S 

e 



WEDDING REHEARSAL CORSAGE (PAGE 112) : 

cut he re for sm. petal 

Petal (use at 100%) 

HEART BUTTON RING PILLOW (PAGE 118): 

Heart Button (use at 100%) 

STI T'<: HED IH' TIME 

e 



WEDDING -SHOE BAG (PAGE 115) : 

Wreath (use at 100%) 

TEMPI.ATES 

G 



Alicia Paulson lo\'e~ to make thines. She 

spends her days in her home studio sewing, 

crochetil1g, embroidering. and designing a 
small. ever-changing collection of original 

crafts called Posie: Rosy Little Things. She 

love<: hor,,;~s. country fair:: , the Oregon 

coast. apples. rock wall:s, Adirondack chair~. 

\•intage china. fancv grocery ~tores. Miss 

Marple, cashmere-ble.vd )arns, Thai food, 

1,.·anilfa bean . Puget Sound. Peter Pan 
collars, heart-shaped waffles. Scandina,ian 

import stores hot coffcL. good con\'er:iation, 
laughing c111ldren, a11d old fne:mls and 
writes about all of them dail> at her blog. 

Posie Gets Coz~. She would like to create a 

se\\ing project ·hat incorporates all of these 

inspiration~ at the same time. 

Born 3nd raised out~ide Chicago. she 
110\-\' !hes in Portland. Oregon, Y-ith her 

bus band, urse of the Year Andy Paulson, 
RN; two very boss' cats; and puppy 
Clover Meado"'· 1.he second-cutest 
Cardigan \t/elsh corgi in the v.:orld. Find 

them aU al W\V\"\.AliciaPaulson.com. 



Thank you to my family; my parents. Al and Sue; my sisters. Julie and Susie; and 
any brother-in-la\v, \lichael-Lhe most credti\c;; people and the bigges.l drear1en.~ I 

know. In our house, making things by hand was the happiest of habits. and books 

filled a 11 my days. 
Thank you to mv extended family and fne:nds. especia1ly my mother-in-law, 

Suzan, but al~o Sarah and Dand. Shelly. Elizabeth and Stacy, Aimee, lvlartha, 
Jeanne-ma1ie, and Jeff and JoElltn. whose enthusiasm for and interest in all my 
endeavors flatters and pleases me no end. TI1ank you also to Kristin Spurkland, 
Ch:ulotte Lyom. Krislin Nicholas, and Leigh Radford. whose professionalism and 

generosity teach me so much. 

1hank )'OU to the incredible community of craft bloggers and blog readers 
who have welcomed me and mv critters and my crafts and my flowery little 
comers every day for the past tl1ree years. Your attention has mspired me more 
than I can c;ay Thank rou sinccrelr to Jane Brocket. Lanssa Brown. Lisa Congdon, 
Melissa i-:rantz, Am> Karol. Hillary Lang, Leslie Lindell. Amy Powers, Amanda 
Soule. Blair Stocker. Toni and Hannah Weber, and Betz White. I'm grateful for 

and better because of >·our friendships. 
Thank you to my agent Kate McKean. and to Courtney Conroy. Melissa 

Bo1we111re, and everyone <at Potter Craft. !?specially Jennifer Graham. whose 
patience, skill . and generosity were in,·aluable. To Ellen Wheat. \\ho got 1t all 
tidy and sparkling in the mosl important and invisible wars. And to Marysarah 
Quin11, whose design captures (so perfectly) e\'e!)ihing [ wanted to e:>.:press. 

Thank you to even·one who contributed time. effort, locations. props, beauty, 

humor. and pure effervescence to the photo · th;;it make these projects shine, 
especially to dearest Arden. and to Sarah K .. Charlotte. Oliver. Carolin<:. Stephen. 

Mil~s, Cole. Santu. Sarah G .. April. the Patio Coffeehouse. Mike from Affordable 

Tire and Brake. and "licole Walker, who makes everything look as lovdr as she is. 
And thank you, thanks beyond m)r ab1lilles to express. to Andy Paulson, 

who in a million little wars per minute n1akes every single day one I want to 
remember. It's like having your life lit by shooting stars and birthdar candles. 
Thank you. my love. 



«·} n 1 ex.. 

Page numbers in italics indkate photos and templates. 

Applique. l 37-138 

Baby clothes quilt, 32. 33-34 
Baby's arrival mobile, 24, 

25-26 
Back stitch, c31 
Basting stitch, r31 
Binding, making and 

attaching. 127-128 

Birthdav banner. 98. 99-ror. 
152 

Blanket stitch. t 32 
Slogging, )2 

Brag book. 9T-93. 92 
Burying t(!ils, 132 

Chain stitch. i35 
Clipping curves, 126 

Cupcake holder. 74-76, 75 

Embroidery. 134-136 

fabric preparation. 125 

Family photo pillow, 54-55 
Familr recipe book. 77-78. 79, 

151 

Familr tree applique, 18, 
19-22' 146-J47 

Farmbor photo frame, 84-85 
Farmgirl photo pillow. 70, 

71-73 
Felted-sweater bag. 88-90, 89 
Felting, 129 

Ffrst apartment laundry bag. 

56-58. 57 
Freezer-paper stenciling. 139 

French knot, i 35 
Friend d1andelier. 67-69, 68, 

150 

Glossary, r41-r42 

Hand-sewing. 130-132 
Handmade gifts. 62-63 
Heart button ring pillov •.. 

n8-n9 
Hemstitch. 131 

Kid's dra\\ing softie, 43-45, 

44· 149 
Knotless stait, r}Z 

Laced back stitch, 136 
Lazy daisr stitch. i 36 

Memory game, 38-39 
Mitering comers. r25-126 
Monogrammed stocking, 

108-rro, 109. 155 

Ne\'I.' home place mats, 59-61, 

Go 
Nutcracker doll. 104, 105-107, 

154 

Peppennint·heart garland. 

102-ro3. 153 
Photo pillow, )4-55 
Photo taking. 86-87 
Photo tran<.:fer to fabric. 

133 
Project tips. 13 

Recipe-card apron. 64-66, 65 
Resources for projects. 

143-145 
Road-trip tote bag, 80, 81-8.3 
Running stitch, 130 

Satin stitch. 135 
Se~ing notions, Ill 
Sewing techniques, 125-129 

S1gmng and dating \VOrk. 23 
Silhouette stack, 29-31, 30 
Sleepover pillowcase. 46, 

47-49 
Slip stitch. 131 
Snail onesie. 27. 28 
S pecial-occas1on sewing, 96 
Square bottom, making, 129 

Stenciling,., ith freezer paper, 

139 
Stitches, r30-132 
Superhero cape. 40. 41-42 

Template use. 125 

Townhouse growth d1art. 

35-37, JG, 148 
Trimming corners, i26 

Wedding guestbook wall 

hanging. 120-z22, 221 

Wedding rehearsal corsage. 
112. n3-u4, 156 

Wedding-shoe bag. n5-n7. 
116, 157 

Whipstitch, 132 

Yo-yos. 129 



We all have a favorite recipe from grandma, family photos we love but rarely look at, 

outgrown baby clothes we can't bear to part with, a fust home we fondly recall, a special 

person we think of often While a scrapbook can highlight our favorite memories-of 

people, places, pets- they are often stashed on the bookshelf, only to be pulled out 

every few years (if t hen). Now, by combining sewing with memory-keeping. lhe !oves of 

our lives can be celebrated every day with useful and ornamental objects From a soft, 

embroidered family tree inspired by an American folk art design to a personallied first 

apartment laundry bag for you or someone you care about, these 30 stitclung pro1ects 

are meant to be lived with-and loved- day $ifter day. Some of the sweet and playful 

souvenirs include· 

New Home Place Mats - -
• Family Photo Pillow 

• Recipe-Card Apron 

• Friend Chandelier 

• Baby's Arrival Mobile 

• Wedding-Shoe Bag 

..., • Townhouse Growth Chart 

~ • Sleepover Pillowcase 

• Road-Trip Tote Bag 

• And more l 

t' - -- '""r- """"'r- l!'IC ,...,_'hT 

HM26 012-06-K 

9 ~~~t,m111~11~~w11 1 
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